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The proliferation of telecommunication technology over the past three decades has 
redefined the nature of work for many. Today, employees may use such tools to work 
remotely, fulfilling some or all of their duties away from an office and their colleagues. 
Organizational researchers generally view remote work favorably, as it is tied to 
improvements in job satisfaction and performance. However, some behavioral 
researchers have identified online communication attitudes that are related to 
counternormative online behavior. Known as Online Disinhibition, these attitudes 
propagate low intensity interpersonal deviances that are analogous to what organizational 
researchers call Cyber-Incivility. Despite its relevance to deviance and remote work 
literature, no study has investigated Online Disinhibition in an organizational context. 
Accordingly, this study seeks to establish Online Disinhibition’s relevance to remote 
work by demonstrating its relation to cyber incivility through a survey study of remote 
workers via Amazon’s Mechanical Turk. Results from a pilot study (n=51) found that 
roughly three-fifths of the sampling population reported some occurrence of instigated 
uncivil behaviors. Additionally, Online Disinhibition appears to be positively related to 
uncivil behaviors among these respondents. These results were replicated in a full survey 
study (n = 257), however, results for both hypotheses appeared to differ when Victimized 
Cyber Incivility was removed as a control. The interpretation of these findings, along 
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ONLINE DISINHIBITION AND RELATED CONSTRUCTS 
As of February 2017, 43% of Americans report telecommuting, or work remotely, to 
some extent (Gallup, 2017). Remote work is a broad term, encapsulating all work that is 
outside of a centralized location (i.e., an office), often through the use of 
telecommunications technology (Bailey & Kurland, 2002). Of those nearly 139 million 
U.S. workers, a trend of increased frequency in working remotely was also observed. As 
of 2017, there is a nearly even distribution of remote workers who telecommute rarely, 
infrequently, frequently, very frequently or all the time.  
A separate poll conducted by Pew (2014) reviewed the occurrence of harassment 
online. Their study found that, in general, out of the nearly 100 million internet users in 
the US that experienced some type of online harassment, about 6.86 million reported that 
it had to do with a co-worker. Furthermore, the researchers found that one’s reliance on 
the internet for their career was positively related to experiencing some form of online 
harassment. That is, the more people use the internet to carry out their duties, the greater 
their chances are of being harassed.  
Taken together, these separate trends paint an alarming picture, as hostility in the 
workplace is known to have multiple negative work-related outcomes (e.g., withdrawal 
behaviors, stress, loss of job satisfaction, decrease in citizenship behaviors), all of which 
translate to decreases in job performance and organizational effectiveness (Cortina, 
Magley, Williams, & Langhout, 2001). Currently, there is a wealth of research on the 
outcomes of incivility for victims, but not as much on the causes of instigated incivility. 
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Organizational research on the causes of such hostile behaviors particularly in the remote 
work setting is non-existent. However, disciplines outside of I-O have taken a closer look 
at cyber incivility (referring to the same behaviors with different labels) and found 
potential causes of such behaviors that are unique to the online context itself.  
Organizational research has delved into the effects of remote work on organizational 
effectiveness, with the majority of their findings being positive (Gajendran & Harrison, 
2007). However, researchers outside of I-O Psychology have examined behavioral 
outcomes associated with these types of communication, one of which may be of 
particular concern to the workplace context. The Online Disinhibition (OD) construct 
defines a set of behavioral patterns related to Computer Mediated Communication 
(CMC) wherein individuals display a general propensity to self-disclose and express 
opinions more openly and frequently than one would in a face-to-face interaction (Suler, 
2004). This effect produces two distinct, yet related, behavioral patterns: benign 
disinhibition and toxic disinhibition. Suler (2004) describes benign disinhibition as a 
propensity to share deeply personal information, provide unsolicited help to others, and 
exhibit unwarranted kindness and generosity. Conversely, Toxic Disinhibition is 
composed of more hostile behaviors, ranging from rude remarks, to harassment, trolling, 
and even hate speech.  
This latter form of disinhibition appears to overlap conceptually with a specific 
interpersonal deviance, known as cyber incivility. Cyber Incivility is an online 
contextualization of Incivility, which is defined as “…low-intensity deviant behavior 
with ambiguous intent to harm the target, in violation of workplace norms for mutual 
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respect. Uncivil behaviors are characteristically rude, discourteous and displaying a lack 
of respect for others” (Cortina, Magley, Williams, & Langhout, 2001, p. 64; Cortina & 
Magley, 2003). These behaviors are not unheard of in I-O Psychology research. For 
example, Driskell, Radtke, and Salas (2003) observed similar patterns of hostility (e.g., 
swearing, name-calling) between team members communicating online, more so than 
when they communicated offline. However, due to limits in experimental design, they 
could only provide potential explanations of the observed phenomenon ad hoc. 
Regardless, these observations provide some evidence that disinhibited online behaviors 
may not be exclusive to non-working contexts.  
The theoretical framework of counterproductive work behavior (CWB) is a 
broader conceptualization of deviant behavior, subsuming interpersonal deviances like 
incivility, as well as property deviances like theft. However, CWB frameworks appear 
insufficient in capturing some of the nuance of the theoretical explanations in Online 
Disinhibition, so an even more general model, the General Aggression Model (GAM) by 
Allen, Anderson, and Bushman (2018)  will be used for guidance as new constructs are 
incorporated into this relatively niche body of deviance literature. This is largely being 
done out of necessity, as there are no distinct theoretical frameworks for incivility at the 
moment. Given that the GAM is the optimal framework under the current circumstances, 
it will be used to develop rational hypotheses that test online disinhibition’s relation to 
cyber incivility, as well as some explanations of this relation. 
In order to assess the importance of OD to cyber incivility, this study will also 
compare the effects of disinhibition relative to other constructs known to be relevant to 
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incivility (e.g., perceptions of justice, Trait Anger, conflict management, etc.) (Dalal, 
2006; Mount, Ilies, & Johnson, 2006; Reio & Ghosh, 2009). Findings from this study 
could provide workplace deviance researchers with the first construct that is unique to the 
online context itself and provide a better understanding of the differences inherent in 
online behavior. Furthermore, the findings from this study could provide practitioners 
with new criteria for improved selection systems and training programs for jobs that 
require computer mediated communication (CMC). These improvements in personnel 
decisions and methods could reduce instances of online disinhibition and, consequently, 
workplace deviances in remote work contexts. 
Online Disinhibition 
The Online Disinhibition (OD) construct defines a set of behavioral patterns 
related to Computer Mediated Communication (CMC) where one displays a general 
propensity to self-disclose and express opinions more openly and frequently than one 
would in a face-to-face interaction (Suler, 2004). This effect produces two distinct 
behavioral patterns, benign disinhibition and toxic disinhibition. Suler (2004) describes 
benign disinhibition as a propensity to share deeply personal information, provide 
unsolicited help to others, and exhibit unwarranted kindness and generosity. Toxic 
disinhibition, however, is composed of more hostile behaviors, ranging from rude 
remarks, to harassment, trolling, and even hate speech. The underlying factors believed to 
propagate these behaviors are dissociative anonymity, perceptions of invisibility, 
asynchronous communication, solipsistic introjection, dissociative imagination, and a 
reduced salience of status and authority. 
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 Because these two seemingly disparate behavior patterns share common 
antecedents, researchers may use the current model only to estimate a general propensity 
to engage in disinhibition. That is, individuals who are likely to exhibit benign 
disinhibition are just as likely to exhibit toxic disinhibition, and vice-versa. The extant 
research on this construct in general is sparse; however, Udris (2014) developed and 
validated a measure of OD to detect the two seemingly disparate behavioral patterns. The 
results of the study support Suler’s (2004) inference that toxic and benign disinhibition 
share the same common antecedents. 
 Furthermore, benign and toxic disinhibition are not always distinguishable from 
one another, nor is either factor inherently “good” or “bad”. Suler (2004) points out that 
its interpretation is largely contingent on the context and the social norms of the 
recipients of the message. For example, Benign Disinhibited behaviors may be perceived 
as too much information and be off-putting, whereas a hostile rant on a message board in 
regard to someone’s work may be perceived as needed criticism for refining one’s 
product or message.  
Antecedents of Online Disinhibition 
Suler (2004) describes six different factors that are suspected causes of 
disinhibited behaviors online. The first factor, anonymity, is characterized by an 
individual’s perception that personally identifying information is not visible or available. 
The author argues that this separation of online and offline selves diminishes a sense of 
vulnerability, leading individuals to self-disclose and/or act out. However, research from 
the Human-Centered Computing domain has demonstrated that its effects are likely more 
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nuanced and dependent on other communication factors. For example, Rost, Stahel, and 
Frey (2016) found that anonymity was in fact negatively related to a type of uncivil 
behavior online, online firestorms, when that behavior was perceived as prosocial (e.g., 
haranguing a public figure that is the subject of a controversy or scandal). This suggests 
that the hypothesized effects of anonymity may actually be moderated by perceptions of 
normativity.  
Also, it must be emphasized that this construct is concerned with the perception of 
anonymity, not an objective measure of identifiability in a given context. This is 
important to keep in mind in the context of this study for two reasons. First, it is unlikely 
that an individual can carry out their duties in a remote work setting and somehow remain 
unidentifiable by other employees. Second, depending on one’s knowledge of 
communication’s technology or company privacy policies, one’s perceptions may poorly 
reflect the reality of the situation and either overestimate or underestimate just how 
identifiable they truly are. Given these two considerations, it is possible that perceived 
anonymity exists in organizations; however, it likely does not play as large of a role as it 
does in non-organizational contexts. 
 The second factor described by Suler (2004) is invisibility, which the author 
describes as being a similar, yet distinct factor from anonymity. Invisibility differs from 
anonymity in that the person sending the message may be fully aware that they are 
identifiable by the recipient(s); rather, it is their perceptions regarding the barriers 
inherent in CMCs that allows an individual to express themselves more freely. Without 
the influence of eye-contact, physical appearance, tone of voice, or body language, the 
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meaningful information conveyed through non-verbal cues are effectively screened out. 
According to Suler (2004), these non-verbal cues often inhibit an individual from using 
more extreme, or counter-normative language in face-to-face settings. Their effects only 
become apparent in their absence, where one’s expressions become unbound and more 
extreme in text-based computer mediated communication. For example, studies that 
compared team performance between face-to-face interactions and different fidelities of 
computer mediated communication (i.e. Instant Messaging, Voice over Internet Protocol, 
and Video-Chat Clients) consistently found increases in uncivil behavior (e.g., swearing, 
name-calling) as interactions became virtual, and the fidelity of communication 
decreased (e.g., Siegel, Dubrovsky, Kiesler & McGuire, 1986; Mortenson & Hinds, 2001; 
Driskell, Ratdke, & Salas, 2003) More recently, a controlled experiment studying the 
effects of specific OD antecedents on toxic online behavior found a lack of eye-contact to 
be a significant predictor of self-reported toxic behaviors online (referred to in the study 
as “flaming”) as well as threatening others (Lapidot-Lefler, & Barak, 2012). 
The third factor, Diminished Status of Authority (DSA) is described as an 
increase in uninhibited communication towards employees with a higher status (Suler, 
2004). However, this factor is referred to in the current study as Diminished Salience of 
Authority (DSA), because the original name is misleading. First, authority is in part 
apparent through non-verbal cues (e.g., dress and body language), as well as 
environmental cues (e.g., office space, status symbols) (Dubrovsky, Keisler, & Sethna, 
1991; Suler, 2004). Second, online communications equalizes the voices of all 
participants. That is, despite possessing knowledge of one’s status, it may not carry as 
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large of an effect in online contexts due to the equalized dynamics in online 
communications. Users are represented to others only by their name and their message 
(and in some instances, a profile picture or an avatar). Virtual team research spanning the 
last two decades (Dubrovsky et al., 1991; Driskell, Radtke, & Salas, 2003; Ehsan, Mirza, 
& Ahmad, 2008) support these theoretical assertions, finding that the effects of authority 
on team performance are the greatest in face-to-face communications, and are attenuated 
as the fidelity of computer mediated communication decreases. Clearly, DSA overlaps 
with Invisibility given they are both caused by the relative absence of social cues in 
online settings. 
The fourth factor suspected to influence online disinhibition is asynchronicity. 
Asynchronicity refers to the nature of text-based CMC, as these forms of online 
communication in particular do not require immediate response. Suler (2004) argues that 
asynchronicity provides the individual with an opportunity to reflect and craft their 
response rather than producing one in the moment. In the case of Toxic Disinhibition 
specifically, rumination research supports this argument, as researchers have found 
dwelling on instances of provocation drains self-regulatory capabilities, and increases the 
likelihood of aggression (Denson, Pedersen, Friese, Hahm, & Roberts, 2011). That is, if 
individuals are ruminating, they are no longer limited by what they thought to say in the 
moment, they can send that perfect comeback whenever it comes to mind. Another 
theorized cause for increased disinhibition through asynchronicity is the message 
sender’s ability to temporarily avoid the ramifications of their actions by simply closing 
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their communication thread immediately after sending a message, or by ignoring 
responses all together (Suler, 2004). 
The four factors listed above possess varying amounts of empirical evidence from 
tangential studies. The next two factors, however, lack supporting evidence. Furthermore, 
they appear to be much more challenging to quantify with conventional measures; either 
by means of asking or observing individuals. Regardless, they are still worth mentioning. 
The fifth factor, Solipsistic Introjection, depicts a thought pattern where individuals 
address ambiguities related to the recipient of communication, by creating “…a 
representational system based on one’s personal expectations, wishes, and needs” (Suler, 
2004, p. 323). That is, one lacks specific input received from non-verbal cues as well as 
other information and fills that void of information with their past experiences and 
expectations. They do so by carrying out an internalized conversation and assume likely 
responses as they craft messages. Suler (2004) argues that individuals rely on this 
internalized conversation as they miss cues from the recipient and ultimately send 
inappropriate messages. The last factor, Dissociative Imagination suggests that 
uninhibited behaviors can be attributed to an individual’s dissociation from an offline 
self, where they view their online actions on a particular platform as the actions of a 
separate online persona. That is, an entire identity can be developed for an online 
platform that is so rich and detailed that the creator becomes fully immersed, and views 
that persona as a separate person all together.  
Remote Work  
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Remote work appears in the literature of various disciplines under countless 
aliases. Telecommuting, presence, telepresence, virtual presence, and computer mediated 
communication are names coined by sociologists, psychologists and communications 
researchers (Lee, 2004). Although each definition is broadly referring to the same 
occurrence, every definition provides a unique emphasis on differing aspects, not all of 
which are relevant in an organizational context. This thesis used Bailey and Kurland’s 
(2002) definition of remote work, which is defined as: “…working outside the 
conventional workplace and communicating with it by way of telecommunications or 
computer-based technology”. As mentioned in the introduction, roughly 43% of the U.S. 
workforce reports working remotely to some extent, with a roughly equal distribution of 
reported remote working frequency (Gallup, 2017).   
The majority of those engaging in remote work are often considered knowledge 
workers. Knowledge workers are individuals that have “…high degrees of expertise, 
education, or experience, and the primary purpose of their jobs involves the creation, 
distribution, or application of knowledge” (Davenport, 2005, p. 10). Knowledge work 
spans a myriad of industries and encompasses an expansive range of purposes; any job 
centered around the exchange of creative and/or novel ideas to solve non-routine 
problems is considered knowledge work. Companies which profit from goods and 
services developed by knowledge work (e.g., pharmaceutical companies, ad agencies, 
research institutions) are said to occupy the knowledge economy. However, as Dekas, 
Bauer, Welle, Kurkoski, and Sullivan (2013) note, knowledge workers are found in many 
companies that do not operate in the knowledge economy (e.g., an internal consultant 
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working for an automotive manufacturer). Recent estimates of knowledge workers in the 
U.S. population vary greatly between studies, as the term’s generality makes it applicable 
to at least some facet of most professions. Davenport (2005) suggests that knowledge 
workers compose 25% to 50% of the workforce in any developed country, and that this 
percentage will only increase with time.  
 A primary concern of this population is the ability to effectively share information 
in their communications. This study focuses on factors that may diminish the ability of 
individuals to effectively disseminate ideas and information, due at least in part to 
perceptions of communication in online settings. Knowledge workers that behave in a 
disinhibited manner when working remotely may reduce the performance of others as 
well as themselves and ultimately diminish group effectiveness.  
Cyber Incivility  
Cyber incivility is definitionally the same as Incivility, with the only difference 
being its contextualization. As stated in the introduction, Incivility is defined as “…low-
intensity deviant behavior with ambiguous intent to harm the target, in violation of 
workplace norms for mutual respect. Uncivil behaviors are characteristically rude, 
discourteous and displaying a lack of respect for others” (Cortina, et al., 2001; Cortina & 
Magley, 2003). Researchers often use the terms instigated incivility and victimized 
incivility, to refer to the person behaving discourteously, and the person receiving the 
discourteous behavior, respectively. It seems that, although there are no differences in the 
frequency of instigation, men and women tend to differ in the forms of incivility they 
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engage in, with men being more forward and hostile, and women using neglect and other 
subtle indicators of disrespect (Lim & Chin, 2006).  
Incivility is often associated with cyberbullying. The key distinguishing 
characteristics between the two are an act’s severity and its intent (Kowalski, Toth, & 
Morgan, 2018). With cyberbullying, there is no ambiguity in the intent to harm; these 
acts are blatantly abusive and unwanted by the target. However, the authors note that 
there is not a clear consensus regarding the exact line of demarcation between the two. 
For example, some researchers argue that cyberbullying is incivility, just at a greater 
severity, or that it is the product of unchecked incivility (Hershcovis, 2011; Hughes & 
Durand, 2014). Regardless, the two constructs were found to be related to one another in 
face-to-face and online constructs (Kowalski et al., 2018).  
This study focused on Online Disinhibition’s relation to Instigated Cyber 
Incivility in an attempt to identify antecedents of the negative work outcome that are 
wholly unique to the online context. The known antecedents of instigated incivility in 
conventional contexts are distributive justice, procedural justice, job satisfaction, work 
exhaustion, power/status, conflict management style, perceived lack of reciprocity, 
emotional-self efficacy, and targeted incivility (Blau & Andersson, 2011; Schilpzand, De 
Pater, & Erez, 2016). These antecedents provide a point of comparison between cyber 
and conventional contexts, allowing the present study to account for alternative 
explanations in incivility, and contrast the predictive power of Online Disinhibition and 
Visual Anonymity between online and face-to-face contexts. A relation between these 
two constructs in online environments only would mean that people differ in their 
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likelihood to engage in hostile acts depending on the context. If this were the case, these 
differences could be mitigated by considering attitudes and perceptions related to Online 
Disinhibition.  
Interpersonal Deviance 
Interpersonal deviance is defined as “…voluntary behavior that violates 
significant organizational norms and, in so doing, threatens the well-being of the 
organization or its members, or both” (Robinson & Bennett, 1995). Like cyberbullying, 
there are discrepancies regarding the need for a line of demarcation between incivility 
and interpersonal deviances. For example, factor analytic evidence from Blau and 
Andersson (2005) suggests that the two are distinct from one another, but with a great 
amount of conceptual overlap. According to the authors, the distinction comes from 
incivility’s emphasis on “low-intensity” deviance, while interpersonal deviance includes 
more severe forms of misbehavior. However, Reio and Ghosh (2009) argue that they may 
be used interchangeably, clarifying that it is only the inclusion of physical aggression that 
creates a distinction between interpersonal deviance and incivility. Such items are 
included in some interpersonal deviance scales (e.g., Penney & Spector, 2005), but not 
others (e.g., Bennett & Robinson, 2000). Given the apparent overlap in content domains, 
it seems reasonable to consider some of the findings from the interpersonal deviance 
literature in order to consider alternative explanations for Instigated Cyber Incivility.  
Studies involving interpersonal deviance have identified some of the same 
antecedents known to influence Incivility, like Job Satisfaction and Organizational 
Justice (c.f., Mount, Ilies, & Johnson, 2006; Berry, Ones, & Sackett, 2007). Among the 
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antecedents that are unique to interpersonal deviance, most are related to individual 
differences in personality and temperament. Specifically, it appears that the most relevant 
personality traits related to interpersonal deviance are Agreeableness, Emotional 
Stability, and Conscientiousness, all of which are negatively related with interpersonal 
deviance perpetration (Berry et al., 2007; Dalal, 2005). This study utilized these findings 
to consider more potential explanations for the differences observed in Instigated Cyber 
Incivility. 
Emotional Intelligence  
Emotional Intelligence (EI) is broadly defined as “the ability to carry out accurate 
reasoning about emotions and the ability to use emotions and emotional knowledge to 
enhance thought” (Mayer, Roberts, Barsade, 2008, p. 511). This ability pertains to one’s 
own emotions, as well as the emotions of others. Given that Emotional Intelligence plays 
a role in one’s ability to recognize the emotional content in others in face to face 
interactions, it may be that individuals high in EI are more apt to recognizing the 
emotional content of individuals messages in CMC. In fact, Ricciotti (2016) found 
Emotional Intelligence to be significantly related to instigated incivility; however, it was 
with the measure of mixed EI rather than ability EI. 
 This distinction is critical for theory development. Ability EI’s definition is 
identical to the definition provided above. On the other hand, Mixed EI lacks a concise 
definition, due to a lack of conceptual agreement between researchers (Joseph, Jin, 
Newman, & O’Boyle, 2015). In a meta-analysis, Joseph et al. (2015) described Mixed EI 
as “…an umbrella term that encompasses a constellation of personality traits, affect, and 
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self-perceived abilities” (p. 298). In fact, their meta-analysis found that the content 
domain of Mixed EI is not a unique construct at all. Rather, it appears to be a product of 
heterogeneous domain sampling, or a mix of well-established constructs like FFM 
personality traits (particularly, Conscientiousness, Agreeableness, Emotional Stability) 
and Self-Efficacy.  
It is worth noting that the specific domains sampled by Mixed EI were already 
considered after considering findings from Incivility studies (e.g., Emotional Self-
Efficacy) and Interpersonal Deviance studies (e.g., Conscientiousness, Emotional 
Stability). Although the findings from Joseph et al. (2015) may be seen as a set-back for 
Emotional Intelligence research, they indirectly strengthen this study’s inference that the 
above variables ought to be included in this study.  
Ability EI is likely relevant to Online Disinhibition and Incivility, as individuals 
interpret the emotional content in messages received and attempt to accurately express 
their own emotions in their responses in the absence of non-verbal cues. However, 
measures for Ability EI can be quite involved. For example, the Mayer–Salovey–Caruso 
Emotional Intelligence Test (MSCEIT) (Mayer, Salovey, Caruso, & Sitarenios, 2003) is a 
141-item scale that measures four distinct skills related to Emotional Intelligence: (a) 
perceiving emotions, (b) using emotions to facilitate thought, (c) understanding emotions, 
and (d) managing emotions. Such an involved measure would dwarf the rest of the 
measures used in this study and drastically increase costs. Additionally, Ability EI 
measures like the MSCEIT are not publicly available, meaning they have administration 
fees and may require special permissions for use in online surveys like the current study. 
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Accordingly, Ability EI was omitted from this study. However, this may be a promising 
future study. 
Self-Efficacy 
As mentioned above, Mixed EI was found to be sampling heavily from Self-
Efficacy as well as Personality. Self-Efficacy generally refers to one’s perceptions of 
their own ability to attain some desired outcome, or a sense of perceived control over 
one’s life (Sholz, Doña, & Schwarzer, 2002). High self-efficacy impacts motivational 
processes and is related with more positive outcomes (e.g., academic achievement, job 
performance), while low self-efficacy is related with feelings of helplessness, depression, 
and anxiety. Self-Efficacy researchers encourage that the construct be studied in its 
relation to specific actions across one’s life by adapting this definition to more specific 
contexts (Scholz et al., 2002).  
For example, Self-Efficacy researchers suspect that it is specifically Emotional 
Self-Efficacy that is being sampled by Mixed EI (Kirk, Schutte, & Hine, 2008; 2011). 
Emotional Self-Efficacy reflects one’s perceptions regarding their own ability to 
recognize and understand the emotions of others and use this knowledge to manage the 
emotions of others and themselves (i.e., Emotional-Intelligence Self-Efficacy). In two 
separate studies, Kirk et al. (2008; 2011) came to the conclusion that Emotional Self-
Efficacy is a sub-component of Mixed EI, given that it could not explain some of the 
dispositional qualities that Mixed EI measures. In light of the subsequent findings by 
Joseph et al. (2014), it is likely that the dispositional characteristics of Mixed EI are from 
the personality dimensions discussed above, and that the remaining non-dispositional 
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characteristics are Emotional Self-Efficacy. Accordingly, Emotional Self-Efficacy seems 
to be the most appropriate form of Self-Efficacy for the current study.  
CHAPTER TWO  
PRESENT STUDY 
Online Disinhibition and Cyber Incivility 
One relatively general hypothesis must first be specified, as the more specific 
hypotheses that follow are built off of it. It is suspected that general attitudes of Online 
Disinhibition are positively related with the instigation of uncivil workplace behavior in 
online contexts. This study hypothesizes that: 
• (H1a): Measures of Online Disinhibition will significantly predict Cyber 
Incivility, after controlling for known antecedents of cyber incivility, as well as 
personality factors identified by Interpersonal Deviance and Mixed Emotional 
Intelligence literature. 
The antecedents of Incivility that are included as controls in the current study are: 
Distributive Justice, Procedural Justice, Job Satisfaction, Emotional Self-Efficacy, and 
Target Incivility (Blau &Andersson, 2011; Schilpzand, De Pater, & Erez, 
2016). Additionally, the Personality Factors included in the present study are 
Agreeableness, Neuroticism, Conscientiousness (Dalal, 2005; Berry, Ones, & Sackett, 
2007).  
Polling data (e.g., Gallup, 2017) demonstrate that remote workers vary greatly in 
terms of frequency. Additionally, remote work research has found that remote work 
frequency is a moderator of various job outcomes. Thus, the present study is designed to 
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also assess remote work frequency’s impact on Online Disinhibition’s relationship with 
Cyber Incivility in this sample of remote workers. The present study argues that, by 
virtue of working remotely at a higher frequency, remote workers are more reliant on 
CMCs and experience less face to face contact, with both factors increasing the potential 
for influence from Online Disinhibition. Simply put, (H1b) states: 
• (H1b): Online Disinhibition’s influence on Instigated Cyber Incivility will be 
moderated by remote work frequency, with greater remote frequencies 
strengthening the positive relationship between the two.  
Online Disinhibition’s effects are present to varying extents through specific CMC tools. 
For example, a greater number of social cues are filtered out through text than over the 
phone (e.g., tone of voice), and asynchronous communication can only occur in text 
conversations. Accordingly, hypothesis (H1c) states: 
• (H1c): Online Disinhibition’s influence on Instigated Cyber Incivility will be 
moderated by remote work fidelity, with greater reliance on higher fidelity CMC 
technology attenuating the positive relationship between the two. 
• (H1d): Online Social Cue Perceptions’ influence on Instigated Cyber Incivility will 
be moderated by remote work fidelity, with greater reliance on higher fidelity 
CMC technology attenuating the positive relationship between the two. 
Provided there is sufficient evidence to support Hypothesis 1, Hypothesis 2 will analyze 
specific OD factors using more granular measures to provide a more detailed explanation 
of Online Disinhibition’s relation to Cyber Incivility. 
Anonymity 
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Anonymity is likely related to uncivil online behavior because a lack of 
identifiability provides a perceived opportunity for such actions without repercussions. 
Suler (2004) regards anonymity as the most influential factor on disinhibited behavior, 
but truly anonymous interactions are highly unlikely in to occur between co-workers 
within an organization. Furthermore, while the perception of anonymity is certainly a 
possibility, it makes for a difficult attitude to adequately measure given this study’s 
survey format, where individuals are asked to recall instances of incivility within the past 
year. Perceptions of anonymity in organizations would most likely vary with recipients 
(e.g., low in a group message with project team mates, high in email exchange with one 
individual in another branch). To aggregate one’s self-reported experiences over the 
course of the year would not adequately capture the variations in perceived anonymity 
across different situations. Although such an experimental design is possible, such efforts 
are beyond the scope of this study. Consequently, individual hypotheses regarding 
perceived anonymity are absent in the present study. 
Online Social Cue Perceptions 
 Invisibility is theorized to increase the likelihood of disinhibited behaviors online 
because some non-verbal cues that convey meaningful information (e.g., body language, 
tone) are screened out in lower-fidelity communication technologies, reducing social 
pressures and consequently allowing one to feel more comfortable divulging sensitive 
information or using harsh language. Suler (2004) describes Diminished Salience of 
Authority (DSA) separately from Invisibility as a pattern of uninhibited communication 
that occurs when communicating with leaders or authority figures (Suler, 2004). This is 
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thought to be caused by a decrease in the salience of leaders’ status in computer mediated 
communications, as authority is often inferable through non-verbal cues (e.g., dress and 
body language), as well as environmental cues (e.g., office space, status symbols) 
(Dubrovsky, Keisler, & Sethna, 1991; Suler, 2004).  
Given their similarity in theoretical explanations, it seems that the two constructs are 
not too dissimilar from one another. Moreover, DSA is most likely a subset of 
Invisibility. This factor is still worth delineating nonetheless, as it uniquely refers to 
specific interactions that are critical to organizational behavior.  
These factors are of greater interest to the present study than the other factors of 
Online Disinhibition. This is because they are both relevant to work settings, unlike 
Anonymity. Additionally, they are well defined and possess empirical support from 
previous studies (unlike Solipsistic Introjection and Dissociative Imagination). If Online 
Disinhibition influences Cyber Incivility, it is most likely through these online social cue 
perceptions, and Asynchronicity. However, the effects of Asynchronicity are difficult to 
measure in the present study for reasons discussed below. Due to their relative 
importance, these factors are expected to provide more accurate predictions of Cyber 
Incivility than a more general measure of Online Disinhibition. Stated formally, 
Hypothesis 2a-2d are: 
• (H2a): Using the same nested model as (H1a), a measure of Online Social Cue 
Perceptions will be positively related to cyber incivility, after controlling for the 
known antecedents of Cyber Incivility. 
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•  (H2b): The standardized estimate of Online Disinhibition’s influence on ICI will be 
reduced from its prior estimate when OSCP is included to the model. 
•  (H2c): The influence that the Online Social Cue Perceptions has on Instigated Cyber 
Incivility will be moderated by remote work frequency, with greater remote 
frequencies strengthening the positive relationship between the two. 
• (H2d): Online Social Cue Perceptions influence on Instigated Cyber Incivility will be 
moderated by remote work fidelity, with greater reliance on higher fidelity CMC 
technology attenuating the positive relationship between the two. 
• (H2e): Online Social Cue Perceptions’ influence on Instigated Cyber Incivility will be 
moderated by Emotional Self-Efficacy, with greater reliance on higher fidelity CMC 
technology strengthening the positive relationship between the two. 
• (H2f): Online Social Cue Perception’s relationship with Instigated Cyber Incivility 
Cyber- 
Incivility will be negatively moderated by Conscientiousness, Agreeableness, and 
Emotional 
Stability 
Online Social Cue Perceptions are measured using a scale designed for the present 
study. The measure is composed of Invisibility and DSA subscales, which are 
individually used to test above hypothesized effects. Greater detail on the construction 
and validation of this measurement is provided in the Pilot Study description in the 
Methods section below. Should the above predictions be supported using moderated 
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multiple regression, the theorized covariance structure using a partially latent structural 
regression model. This is done to most effectively test the theorized patterns in 
covariance between all variables considered in the study. Hypotheses H2g-H2k are stated 
formally below: 
• (H2g-k): Indices of global and local fit for the full structural regression model 
presented in Figure 1 will indicate that: 
o (H2g): Invisibility has a direct effect on DSA. 
o (H2h): Invisibility and DSA have a direct effect on Cyber Incivility 
o (H2i) Invisibility’s effects on Cyber Incivility are partially mediated by DSA.  
o (H2j): The direct effect that Invisibility has on DSA, as well as Cyber 
Incivility will be moderated by the frequency in which one works remotely. 
o (H2k):  The direct effects that Invisibility and DSA have on Cyber Incivility 
will be negatively moderated by all the measures of constructs sampled in 
Mixed Emotional Intelligence measures: 




Structural Model of Hypothesized Relationship between OSCP and ICI 
 
Figure 1: Structural Model of Social Cue Perceptions (DFm = 2546) 
More information on implementation of partially-latent structural regression models and 
the information that can be extracted from them are provided in the Analyses section 
below.  
Asynchronicity and Cyber Incivility 
Asynchronicity refers to the nature of text-based CMC (e.g., SMS and IM), such 
that the messages conveyed through these means do not require an immediate response 
like with face-to-face conversations or higher fidelity CMC (e.g., telephone/VoIP, video 
conference clients).  Asynchronicity affords an opportunity to write “the perfect 
comeback” at one’s discretion (possibly well after the offending instance has occurred) in 
order to avenge some perceived instigation. However, one would not be motivated to do 
so at a later time unless they were upset and dwelling on a prior incident, so 
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Asynchronicity is suspected to be related to incivility only through some mediated 
relationship with a state-anger variable like rumination.  
Rumination is defined by Denson (2009) as “…reexperiencing the provocation, 
focusing on angry thoughts and feelings, and planning revenge; it increases anger, 
aggression, blood pressure, and aggressive cognition”. In Denson et al.’s (2012) model of 
aggression, Rumination can serve as a motivator for aggression as one seeks vengeance. 
Additionally, Rumination demonstrates that the dwelling on past provocations drains 
self-regulatory capabilities, increasing the likelihood of aggression (Denson, Pedersen, 
Friese, Hahm, & Roberts, 2011). However, testing this hypothesis required an effective 
means for measuring rumination and uncivil interactions across varying conditions of 
CMC. This was untenable for the present study, so formal hypothesis regarding 




There were many unknowns regarding Online Disinhibition and Instigated Cyber 
Incivility. First, it was not clear how prevalent Online Disinhibition is in general, much 
less within samples of MTurk workers. Consequently, it was difficult to discern an 
appropriate sample size. Furthermore, while there was empirical evidence that Online 
Disinhibition was related to Cyberbullying (Udris, 2014), there was no direct evidence of 
a relationship with Instigated Cyber Incivility. To address these issues, a pilot study was 
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first conducted. This study determined the feasibility of measuring Instigated Cyber 
Incivility using MTurk, while also gathering preliminary evidence for a positive 
relationship between Instigated Cyber Incivility and Online Disinhibition. Also, the 
psychometric properties of The Online Social Cue Perceptions (OSCP) were assessed in 
this initial sample to ensure that the newly developed measure would serve as a valid and 
reliable measure of Invisibility and DSA in the full study.  
The pilot study was no different from the full study in terms of participants, procedures or 
materials (described below). Such analyses were performed with a relatively small 
sample (n=50) to affirm the aforementioned prerequisites. Afterward a larger batch of 
HITs (greater detail provided in the Participants section below) was posted (n=250) for 
the full study.  
Determining Sample Size 
It must be reemphasized that are few empirical studies of Online Disinhibition, let 
alone meta-analyses of the construct. Because of this, the data required for a power 
analysis of multiple regression are unavailable. The best evidence available was the 
correlational data provided the lone study of Online Disinhibition and Cyberbullying, 
which found the two to have a weak, positive correlation (r=.225) in a sample of Japanese 
adolescents (Udris, 2014). Because Cyber Incivility is conceptually similar to 
Cyberbullying, with the former expected to be more prevalent and related to Online 
Disinhibition than the latter given its lower intensity. In lieu of a ρ coefficient for this 
relationship, a power analysis for Pearson’s product-moment correlation test using 
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(r=.225) indicated that a sample of 200 participants would have high power (1-β = .943) 
(Cohen, 1992; Bonett & Wright, 2000).  
Scale Construction 
The Online Social Cue Perceptions (OSCP) scale is a brief measure of the 
attitudes relevant to Invisibility and Diminished Salience of Authority, which was 
developed for the purposes of this study. A draft measure was generated by deferring to 
prior studies on Incivility and Online Disinhibition and identifying common descriptions 
of relevant social cues, and the effects due to their absence. These patterns are reflected 
in draft items and specifically drawn from empirical findings and behavioral descriptions 
related to Invisibility and Diminished Salience of Authority (e.g., Suler, 2004; 
Gackenbach, 2007; Lapidot-Lefler & Barak, 2012).  
The reliability for each scale in the measure was assessed using Cronbach’s 
coefficient α (Cronbach, 1951; Furr &Bacharach, 2014). Recommended cutoffs for item 
reliabilities generally range from of α ≥.70 (Cortina, 1993; Kline, 2015) to α = .80 
(Cohen, 1988). This study used the more lenient cutoff, given that coefficient α is partly a 
function of scale length, and there were multiple indices included in the study comprised 
with as few as four items total. Furthermore, the degree to which the OSCP was a valid 
measure of Invisibility and DSA was interpreted by considering how well each subscale 
reflected its respective content domains, as well as by observing the correspondence 
between theorized and observed relations with other constructs measured (Furr & 
Bacharach, 2014). As mentioned above, these items were drawn from recurring 
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behavioral descriptions from the extant literature, and a draft scale was composed of 
these items will be analyzed using response data from the pilot study.  
Participants and Procedures 
 Amazon’s Mechanical Turk, often referred to as MTurk, is a service that 
connects researchers with participants to complete rote tasks that require human 
intelligence. These tasks, commonly referred to as HITs (Human Intelligence Tasks), are 
done by a diverse pool of participants in exchange for a small fee. MTurk is a common 
resource in social science research, as it provides a more diverse sampling pool than the 
alternative options (i.e., college undergraduates). With the exception of age being skewed 
younger, investigations have found MTurk’s sampling pool to be representative in terms 
of gender, race, and employment sector (Huff & Tingley, 2015).  
This study sampled MTurk users that were at least 21 years old and reported at 
least one year of tenure at a job outside of MTurk. The nature of their work outside of 
MTurk had to be at least partially remote: workers needed to work at least for one day a 
week away from their office or any other centralized location belonging to their 
organization (Although one could work remotely less than once a week, such a rare or 
irregular occurrence could diminish some of the theoretical effects of online disinhibition 
as ambiguities are more easily clarified when there is more face-to-face communication).  
These participants completed a brief survey that measured three constructs: 
Online Disinhibition, Instigated Cyber Incivility and Invisibility. The Online 
Disinhibition Scale (ODS) by Udris (2014) was used to assess respondents’ broad levels 
of Online Disinhibition, and a modified version of the Cyber Incivility Scale (CIS) by 
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Lim and Teo (2009) was used to assess Instigated Cyber Incivility (modifications to the 
CIS are described in the Materials section). Participants were asked to report their job 
title, industry, and provide a brief description of their job. Additionally, they were asked 
to report the frequency in which they used specific forms of computer mediated 
communication for their job. Biographical questions (e.g., Age, Gender) were included to 
assess sample representativeness, and questions designed to verify the authenticity HIT 
submissions (i.e., the worker is not actually a bot, or a non-U.S. respondent) were 
included.  
Lastly, because a basic bivariate correlation between Online Disinhibition and 
Cyber Incivility was assumed in the study’s hypotheses, the pilot study sought to confirm 
this assumption by testing the significance of a positive correlation between the measures 
for Online Disinhibition and Cyber Incivility (Kutner, Nachtsheim, Neter, & Li, 2004).  
Materials 
Measures for the pilot and full survey study are described below: 
Online Disinhibition  
The Online Disinhibition Scale (ODS) developed by Udris (2014) was used to 
broadly assess individual levels of Online Disinhibition. The scale was composed of two 
sub-scales that reflect the two distinct dimensions of Online Disinhibition, Benign 
Disinhibition (7-items) and Toxic Disinhibition (4-items). This 11-item measure provides 
item statements that collectively reflect every theoretical cause of Online Disinhibition, 
including those that are not individually assessed in this study. Responses of agreement 
are provided based on a 4-point Likert scale (1 = Disagree, 2 = Somewhat Disagree, 3 = 
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Neither Disagree or Agree, 4 = Somewhat Agree, 5 = Agree). The measure is scored by 
summing all item responses, with possible scores ranging from 11 to 55.  
Instigated Cyber Incivility 
Currently, there is no measure for Instigated Cyber Incivility, only Victimized 
Cyber Incivility (e.g., Lim & Teo, 2009). Even in general incivility research, there are 
only a couple of measures that assess instigated incivility. However, it appears that the 
most widely used measure of instigated incivility is the IWIS scale from Blau and 
Andersson (2005). The IWIS is essentially the Workplace Incivility Scale by Cortina et 
al. (2001), but with the perspective of the items “flipped”, such that they reflect the 
instigator’s perspective. In this study, a similar approach was followed to develop an 
instigated cyber incivility scale, by revising the cyber-incivility scale by Lim and Teo 
(2009) and “flipping” the perspective. For example, an item from Lim and Teo’s (2009) 
Scale, “Made demeaning remarks about you through email” was modified to read “Made 
demeaning remarks about someone through email or text”.  
The 14-item measure is composed of two subscales, one reflecting passive 
incivility, and the other being active incivility. Both sub-scales are seven items in length, 
with the former referring to more indirect uncivil behaviors (i.e., ignoring important 
messages), the latter referring to more direct civil behaviors (i.e., name calling). One item 
from the active subscale was omitted from this study, however, as it had clear conceptual 
overlap with Online Disinhibition (“Used emails to say negative things about you that 
he/she would not say to you face-to-face”).  Responses are based on frequency, using a 5-
point Likert scale (1 = “Not at all”, 2 = “Seldom”, 3 = “Often”, 4 = “Frequently”, 5 = 
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“All the Time”). For the purposes of this study, a single summed score was calculated to 
reflect levels of Instigated Cyber Incivility.  
Target Cyber Incivility 
While Instigated Incivility refers to the individual that exhibits an uncivil 
behavior, Target Incivility refers to the individual(s) that are victims of incivility 
(Cortina, Magley, Williams, & Langhout, 2001). Multiple studies have found that both 
instigator and target incivility are highly correlated (c.f., Van Jaarsveld, Walker, & 
Skarlicki, 2010; Trudel & Reio, 2011). The previously discussed Cyber Incivility Scale 
(CIS) by Lim and Teo (2009) was used to assess an individual’s experiences being a 
victim of cyber incivility. The same item from the active sub-scale was omitted to avoid 
concerns of contamination with Online Disinhibition (see Instigated Cyber Incivility 
section above). The remaining 13-items were likewise had a 5-point Likert response scale 
of frequency (1 = “Not at all”, 2 = “Seldom”, 3 = “Often”, 4 = “Frequently”, 5 = “All the 
Time”), and was scored by summing the respondent’s item responses.  
Instigated Incivility  
The Instigated Incivility scale by Blau and Anderson (2005) is a non-
contextualized (i.e., offline, face-to-face) measure of incivility, which is itself based off 
of Cortina et al.’s (2003) WIS scale. The scale simply changes the syntax of item 
statements, such that it reflects the perspective of the instigator, rather than the target of 
incivility, with the following prompt: ‘‘How often you have exhibited the following 
behaviors in the past year to someone at work?”. The 7-item measure used a 5-point scale 
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of frequency (1 = “Not at all”, 2 = “Seldom”, 3 = “Often”, 4 = “Frequently”, 5 = “All the 
Time”) and was scored by summing all responses within the scale. 
Trait Anger 
Trait Anger refers to the mean difference in responses to provocation between 
individuals over time. Individuals higher in trait anger are more likely to report anger, 
more frequently, and with higher intensity, than those that are low in trait anger (; 
Deffenbacher, 1992; Spielberger, Krasner, & Soloman, 1988). Past studies (e.g., Douglas 
& Martinko, 2001; Fox & Spector, 1999) have found associations between Trait Anger 
and Interpersonal CWBs, which, as previously discussed in the literature review, overlaps 
heavily with the content domain of incivility. The 10-item Anger facet (N2) of the IPIP-
NEO-120 scale (Johnson, 2014) was used to measure the Trait Anger of respondents. The 
10 items were formatted as brief statements (e.g., I get angry easily) with 5-point 
response for agreement (1=Strongly Disagree, 5=Strongly Agree), and was scored by 
summing the four items together. 
Organizational Justice 
Organizational Justice refers to the subjective perceptions one has of fairness in 
their experiences with their organization (Colquitt, Conlon, Wesson, & Porter, 2001). 
Organizational Justice is a broad term that subsumes three distinct criteria for perceived 
fairness: Distributive Justice, Procedural Justice, and Interactional Justice. Distributive 
Justice is defined as the perceived fairness in job outcomes and resource allocation. 
Distributive justice is assessed by comparing the amount of employee input (e.g., time 
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spent working on a project) to output (e.g., compensation), such that the exchange rate 
appears to be the same between employees (Adams, 1965).  
Procedural Justice refers to the fairness of the procedures used to determine these 
outcome allocations (e.g., are bonuses awarded on the basis of merit or favoritism?). 
According to Levanthal’s (1980) theory of procedural justice, procedures are perceived as 
fair when they meet a handful of qualifications applicable across most situations. 
Procedural Justice is achieved when processes are free of bias, applied consistently across 
people, reliant on accurate information, congruent with personal or prevailing standards 
of ethics or morality, considerate of all groups affected by the decision, and provide a 
means to make unjust or inaccurate processes amenable (Levanthal, 1980; Levanthal, 
Karuza, & Fry, 1980). 
 Interactional Justice is viewed as a composite of two distinct but related forms of 
justice: interpersonal justice, and informational justice. Interpersonal Justice is the extent 
to which one perceives that they are treated with politeness, dignity, and respect by those 
that are executing procedures and making decisions (e.g., authority figures, supervisors). 
Informational justice, on the other hand, is centered around transparency, or the extent to 
which the decision maker provides the information and reasoning used in the decision-
making process (Greenberg & Cropanzo, 1993). In light of Organizational Justice’s 
relevance, this study used an 11-item measure by Colquitt (2001) to measure Procedural 
and Distributive Justice using a 5-point Likert response scale of Agreement (1 = Not at 
All, 2 = To a Small Extent, 3 = To a Moderate Extent, 4 = To a Great Extent, 5 = To a 




Job Satisfaction  
Job Satisfaction generally refers to positive affect towards one’s job, or various 
aspects of the job (Locke, 1976). This is also sometimes called Affective Job Satisfaction, 
or General Satisfaction. Affective Job Satisfaction is known to be negatively related 
towards instigated interpersonal deviance as well as incivility (Blau, 2005; Cortina et al., 
2001). This type of Job Satisfaction is distinct from Specific Job Satisfaction, or 
Cognitive Satisfaction, which refers to a more rational evaluation of the facets of one’s 
job, as one aggregates judgments about these characteristics by comparing them to some 
referent or standard condition without the use of emotion (Locke, 1969; Moorman, 1993).  
Given the relevance of Job Satisfaction to this study, The Brief Index of Affective Job 
Satisfaction (BIAJS), a measure of General Satisfaction, was used.  
Personality 
The Big Five personality traits reflect five distinct, general dispositions in regard 
to affective, cognitive, and behavioral tendencies. In the seminal article by Costa and 
McCrae (1992), the authors define the five following traits: Conscientiousness, Openness 
to Experience, Agreeableness, Extraversion, and Neuroticism (or Emotional Stability). 
However, based on the previously discussed meta-analytic findings from (Berry et al., 
2007; Mount et al., 2006), measures of Conscientiousness, Agreeableness, and Emotional 
Stability were the only traits considered.  
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Conscientiousness describes patterns of work habits like diligence, organization, 
thoroughness and productivity, making it one of the most useful personality factors for 
organizational behavioral considerations and personnel decisions. Agreeableness is 
described as an interpersonal dimension, regarding relative tendencies to trust others, as 
well as willingness to cooperate and feel sympathy. People that are low in agreeableness 
tend to be more callous, cynical, and antagonistic, making Agreeableness negatively 
related to workplace deviance and aggression. Lastly, Emotional Stability reflects one’s 
susceptibility to psychological distress; this personality factor is often negatively related 
to pathological issues (e.g., anxiety, depression) and positively related to general feelings 
of calmness and security. Conscientiousness, Agreeableness, and Emotional Stability, 
subscales from a condensed version of the 120-item International Personality Item Pool 
(IPIP) inventory (Johnson, 2014). This 20 item Mini-IPIP scale by Donnellan, Oswald, 
Baird, & Lucas (2006) was validated over the course of five independent studies using 
U.S. Undergraduates. Only the aforementioned trait domains of interest were included in 
the present study, meaning the final personality inventory on the survey consisted of 12 
items, with four items reflecting three respective traits being shuffled amongst one 
another. Additionally, half of the items in each of these 4-item subscales were reverse 
coded. 
Emotional Self-Efficacy 
Emotional Self-Efficacy is defined as one’s perception of their own abilities to 
recognize and manage their emotions, as well as the emotions of others (Kirk, Schutte, & 
Hine, 2011). That is, emotional self-efficacy is one’s perception of their emotional 
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intelligence. According to Bandura (1986, 1997), Self-efficacy in general is influenced by 
four distinct factors: personal mastery, vicarious mastery experiences, verbal persuasion, 
and physiological/affective states.  
Personal mastery improves one’s self efficacy, as one anticipates their 
experiences to translate into successful performance and future positive outcomes. 
Vicarious mastery refers to the observation of another individual’s successful 
performance on a task and associating that performance with a positive outcome received 
by that individual. Verbal persuasion is the influence that peers have on self-efficacy 
when speaking about that individual’s ability to perform a given task. Lastly, 
physiological and affective states refer to the influence of highly aroused, or negative 
affective states. Such affective states negatively influence self-efficacy, while their 
reduction and their re-interpretation may improve self-efficacy. 
For the current study, the Emotional Self-Efficacy Scale (Kirk, Schutte, & Hine, 
2008) was used to measure the emotional self-efficacy of participants. The measure itself 
is 32 items and provides a 5-point Likert response of confidence (1 = not at all, 5 = very 
confident) in regard to its item statements. The measurement was scored by summing 
each item response together. 
Online Social Cue Perceptions (OSCP) 
The Online Social Cue Perceptions (OSCP) scale was developed for the purposes 
of the present study. The scale was comprised of two subscales: one reflecting 
Invisibility, and the other, Diminished Salience of Authority. The effects of both 
constructs are theorized to be the product of lost visual and auditory social cues in online 
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settings; The OSCP measures one’s awareness of this fact and their willingness to exploit 
this during interpersonal interactions. These two constructs are measured jointly as 
subscales and represent to single measure of Online Social Cue Perceptions because of 
their aforementioned theoretical similarity.  
The OSCP was scored by summing the two subscales individually and combining 
them into a single composite score. Item responses were based on a 7-point Likert scale 
of agreement (1 = “Strongly Disagree”, 2 = “Disagree”, 3 = “Somewhat Disagree”, 4 = 
“Neither disagree nor agree”, 5 = “Somewhat agree”, 6 = “Agree”, 7 = “Strongly 
Agree”). The items used in the pilot study are presented below: 
Invisibility Subscale 
1. It is easier to come off confident online rather than in person.
2. I like that I can disguise my true emotions in text messages.
3. The intended tone of text messages can be ambiguous.
4. People should not “hide behind their keyboard” to express themselves. (-)
5. Interpreting other peoples' emotions over text can be difficult.
6. I like that I can communicate with others online without being seen.
Diminished Salience of Authority Subscale 
1. My colleagues’ ranks are less obvious over text.
2. I am more casual with my boss when we communicate over text.
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3. It’s easier to tell how “important” someone is to the organization by meeting with
them face-to-face.
4. I treat my colleagues the same when interacting online, regardless of their rank.(-)
5. I put more thought into the messages I send to my supervisor(s) than with
others.(-)
Work-Related Items 
Respondents were asked to report the percentage of their week spent working 
remotely, using a slider bar ranging from 0-100. A response of 15% or under implied that 
they did not satisfy inclusion criteria and their responses were not accepted. Additionally, 
items asked respondents to report the frequency in which they used different CMC 
technologies to fulfill their duties remotely. The CMC technologies included were Email 
services (e.g., Gmail, Microsoft Outlook), Instant Messaging services (e.g., iMessage, 
Whatsapp), Telephone or VoIP services, Video Conferences clients (e.g., Skype), and 
Workplace Productivity Platforms (e.g., Slack). 
Additionally, respondents were asked to report their job, the industry of their job, 
and a brief description of their job using one or two sentences. All of these items were 
open response format. These items were included mostly for exploratory purposes; 
however, these items were also included to affirm the authenticity of responses. These 
items aided in identifying bots, outsourced labor, and inattentive respondents, as they 
required directed attention, and English proficiency. These items were placed early in the 
survey to dissuade inauthentic respondents and were reviewed in analyses to provide 
further insight on questionable respondents.  
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Social Desirability 
As mentioned above, measurements of deviant behavior are particularly prone to 
social desirability. This can lead to response data that poorly reflects the true thoughts 
and attitudes of the population of interest, as people are reluctant to admit to behavior 
they know to be deviant. According to Crowne and Marlowe (1960), the most effective 
way of addressing this extraneous source of item variance (or invariance) is through an 
additional scale that measures a respondent’s need to present a prosocial image of 
themselves. This is done by presenting True or False questions regarding one’s personal 
experiences. The items themselves describe common experiences where either a True or 
False response is more socially desirable, and highly improbable as well. For example, 
one item is “I have never intensely disliked someone”. A response of True is more 
socially desirable, but it is also most likely to be inauthentic.  
A greater number of socially desirable responses indicates one is more prone to 
present themselves in a prosocial manner by responding inauthentically. This information 
can be incorporated into statistical analyses (e.g., partial correlation, multivariate 
regression) to account for this undesired source of variance (Greenberg & Weiss, 2012). 
Rather than use the full 33-item form of the Crowne and Marlowe (1960) Social 
Desirability Scale, an abridged version developed by Reynolds (1982) was used to reduce 
survey length with minimal losses in validity and reliability estimates (c.f. Greenberg & 
Weiss, 2012).  
Demographic Items 
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Demographic items were gathered from participants to ensure representativeness 
in the study’s sample by asking for participants’ biological sex, age, and ethnicity. With 
the exception of Age, respondents were told that they were not required to provide this 
information if they preferred not to by leaving the item blank. Age was required because 
it was needed to confirm that the participants met inclusion criteria. 
Analyses 
Multiple regression was initially performed in order to test hypothesized 
relationships in Hypothesis 1 and Hypothesis 2a-2f (Tabachnick & Fidell, 2013). 
However, multiple violations of linear regression were violated, requiring that robust 
variants be used (discussed in Results section). Hypothesis 2g-k was tested by 
constructing a partially latent structural regression model, using the Lavaan package in R 
(R Core Team, 2016; Rosseel, 2012).  Global and local fit indices for the model were 
used to analyze the hypothesized covariance matrix in the model specified, and the extent 
to which it reflected the observed covariance matrix in the data. Specifically, the 
Goodness of Fit test statistic, as well as the model’s RMSEA, SRMR, and CFI were 
considered using recommended cutoffs by Hu and Bentler, (1999) as well as Kline 
(2015).  
Before reviewing the results of these analyses, a general statement on these 
inferential statistics must be made. Such analyses, like those used in the present study, are 
interpreted by reviewing the “significance” of test-statistics by reviewing their respective 
p-values, (p), and comparing them to a pre-determined cutoff value (α) for a significant
result, most often at α = .05 (Kutner et al., 2004). However, this practice of Null-
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Hypothesis Significance Testing has come under heavy scrutiny in recent years, as their 
implementation in psychology has contributed to a decline in research quality (Orlitzky, 
2012) through a heavy reliance on arbitrary cut-off values (α), and the misinterpretation 
of a “significant result.”  
It is the present study’s perspective that, while there is utility in such significant 
tests, they must be implemented and interpreted conscientiously. Type I and Type II 
errors occur when such methods are used; significant results in the present study could in 
fact be false positives, while null results may likewise be false negatives. Thus, while it 
may not be defensible to claim supporting evidence with a large p-value, it would be also 
be non-sensical to dismiss a result if it were asymptotically close to satisfying an arbitrary 
cut-off value. Thus, results were reported as significant if they fell below the most liberal 
criteria (α = .1), but not without noting the inherent uncertainty in this result. All 
significant results are reported with their p-value indicated as being less than the most 




Fifty-one survey responses were completed by MTurk workers. An additional 
HIT was collected because their HIT was initially denied after their HIT timed-out (the 
HIT denial was overridden after the worker made contact and provided an explanation). 
In order to examine correlates of Instigated Cyber Incivility, Pilot data were filtered to 
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remove those who reported no experience being uncivil towards others, resulting in a 
subset of 36 respondents. The initial reliability estimate for the OSCP scale (α = .68) was 
just below the minimum cutoff (α = .70) (Cortina, 1993; Kline, 2015). Review of the 
inter-item correlations suggested that the reliability may be incrementally improved by 
removing items 6 and 11, and improve the reliability estimate to (α = .75). It should be 
noted that these items performed poorly with all 51 participants, as well as the 36 
participants who reported some amount of Cyber Incivility. 
Table 1 
Corrected Item-Total Correlation of OSCP Scale Items 
Question Full Scale (α = .68) Revised Scale (α = .75) 
Item 1 0.46 0.49 
Item 2 0.68 0.59 
Item 3 0.6 0.51 
Item 4 0.6 0.58 
Item 5 0.56 0.6 
Item 6 0.25 
Item 7 0.51 0.49 
Item 8 0.42 0.44 
Item 9 0.36 0.23 
Item 10 0.61 0.57 
Item 11 0.07 
Item 12 0.5 0.43 
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Note: Correlations are based on the subset of participants that reported Cyber Incivility (n = 36). 
Additional evidence of the OCSP as a valid predictor of Instigated Incivility was 
assessed using Exploratory and Confirmatory Factor Analysis in R, using the lavaan 
package (R Core Team, 2016; Rosseel, 2012). First, an EFA was conducted to answer a 
question that has thus far been unclear, namely, how different Invisibility and DSA were 
from one another, given their theoretical similarities. An oblique rotation method will be 
used, as the two subscales were theorized to be correlated (Klein, 2013). Following the 
results of the EFA, a CFA was conducted to assess the fit of the recommended model 
through multiple global and local fit indices. Observed global fit indices were interpreted 
to support the theorized model using the following criteria: a nonsignificant χ2 Goodness 
of Fit test, a CFI greater than .90, an RMSEA less than .08, and an SRMR less than .08 
(Hu & Bentler, 1999; Hooper, Coughlan, & Mullen, 2008; Kline, 2015). For local fit 
indices, criteria like the significance of path coefficients were assessed, as well as the 
normalized residual covariance structure (i.e., discrepancies between observed and 
predicted covariance) (Kline, 2015).  
Before discussing the results of the EFA, it is important to understand that this 
analysis is highly speculative, and it was conducted with pilot data (n=51) and thus may 
have lower power. The EFA single factor structure had poor fit (χ2 (35) = 51.63, p 
=.0347), suggesting a single factor structure for the constructs measured is unlikely. 
Additional EFAs were conducted allowing two and three latent factors. Additionally, a 
Promax rotation method was used, given that the theorized factors are suspected to be 
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correlated. All models had sufficient global fit indices however, only the two-factor EFA 
model is discussed, as the three-factor EFA converged on a model with seemingly 
random item pairings that loaded heavily across multiple factors.   
The Goodness of Fit test yielded adequate results (χ2 (26) = 29.43, p = .292) as 
well as factor loadings above the Kaiser-criterion of 1 (c.f., Tabachnick & Fidell, 2013) 
(λ1 = 1.66, λ2 = 1.62; RMSR = .08). With the exception of items 5 through 8, the items 
loaded more heavily onto the same factor as other items within their respective subscales. 
Items 5 and 7 in particular appeared to be more strongly related to the other factor, while 
Item 8 appeared to load poorly, and to a nearly equal extent on both factors, indicating it 
may be a poor item. Although fit indices did not differ with an orthogonal Varimax 
rotation, it seems that the two factors were negatively correlated (r(λ1,λ2) = -.53). The 
results for the two factor EFA are presented in Table 2 below. 
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Table 2 
Exploratory Factor Analysis of OSCP Scale 
 Item Factor 1 Factor 2 
λ1 = 1.845 λ2 = 1.746 
1. It is easier to come off as confident online, rather than in person. 0.412 0.213 
2. I like that I can communicate with others without being seen. 0.44 
3. It is hard for me to look someone in the eye when I am upset. 0.711 -0.205
4. I like that I can disguise my true emotions over text. 0.936 -0.14
5. The intended tone of a message can be ambiguous. 0.635 
7. Interpreting other peoples' emotions over text can be difficult. -0.25 0.884 
8. My colleagues’ ranks are less obvious over text. 0.174 0.365 
9. I am more casual with my boss when we communicate over text. 0.219 
10. It is easier to tell how “important” someone is to the
organization by meeting with them face-to-face. 0.364 
12. I put more thought into the messages I send to my supervisor(s)
compared to others 0.368 
R2 .184 .175 
r(λ1,λ2) -.53 -.53 
Note: Items 6 and 11 are omitted due to low item-total correlation with the OSCP scale. 
A Confirmatory Factor Analysis was performed to compare the results of the EFA 
to what had initially been theorized and was analyzed using the previously mentioned 
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cutoffs for global and local fit (c.f., Hu & Bentler, 1999; Hooper, Coughlan, & Mullen, 
2008; Kline, 2015) using Lavaan (R Core Team, 2016; Rosseel, 2012). Because the data 
are ordered factors, the Diagonally Weighted Least Squares (DWLS) estimator was used. 
Although this increases the accuracy of global fit indices for the model, it also means that 
the covariance matrix of the standardized residuals are not available as a means of 
assessing local fit without using bootstrap estimation techniques. Fortunately, Global Fit 
Indices generally suggested that the two-factor structure yielded an adequate fit. The 
Goodness of Fit statistic was non-significant (χ2 (34) = 28.57, p = .731 > .1), and the 
Comparative Fit Index was above the pre-determined cutoff (CFI = 1.00 > .90). 
However, error estimates were mixed, as the RMSEA yielded supporting results (RMSEA 
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































 * indicates p < .05. ** indicates p < .01.
Table 3 
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In terms of bivariate relationships of interest, the correlations among all measures 
for the uncivil subset of the pilot data (Table 3) provide key insights for the full study. 
Instigated Incivility was not significantly correlated with the overall measure of Online 
Disinhibition (r = .09), or the Benign Disinhibition subscale (r = -.02). However, it was 
significantly correlated with the Toxic Disinhibition subscale (r = .44, p < .01). These 
patterns support the theorized relationships between these constructs. Correlational data 
regarding the OSCP measure, on the other hand, are not as clear cut.  In regard to ICI, 
neither the overall OSCP measure (r = -.22), the subscales for Invisibility (r = -.11) nor 
Diminished Salience of Authority (r = -.17) were significantly related at a rigorous 
cutoff. Although the null results could be the result of low power from an insufficient 
sample size, the direction of these correlations are the opposite direction of what the 
present study expected. Although this lack of evidence for criterion-related validity is 
concerning, there was evidence content-based validity to support the argument that the 
measure is tapping into the appropriate content domain. This is apparent when 
considering its positive relationship with Online Disinhibition (r = .40, p < .05), and its 
Benign subscale (r =.49, p<.01). This was more so due to the Invisibility subscale, which 
had a stronger relationship with Benign Online Disinhibition (r = .50, p < .01) than the 
Diminished Salience of Authority subscale (r = .35, p<.05). The overall OSCP scale, 
appears unrelated to the Toxic subscale (r = -.19), which, would explain its lack of a 
relation to Cyber Incivility. One could argue that there is divergent evidence of validity, 
given its lack of a relationship with the strictly offline measure of Instigated Incivility (r 
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= .01). However, the lack of evidence for convergent validity in its relationship with 
Instigated Cyber Incivility certainly weakens such an argument.  
Pilot Summary 
The OSCP scale appeared to have adequate reliability estimates when items 6 and 
11 were removed. However, because these estimates were based on a small sample 
(estimates could potentially be the result of a few anomalous observations), with a sample 
size of 36, well below the recommended sample size for the full study (n = 200), per the 
power analysis. Furthermore, the removal of these items would have led to a negligible 
reduction in survey length. Given the potential benefits and minimal cost to keep these 
items, the decision was made to include them in the full study for further assessment. In 
regard to the EFA performed, its items (mostly) behaved as expected and loaded onto a 
two-factor, with each factor reflecting one of the two subscales. The follow-up CFA re-
affirmed the apparent two-factor structure observed in the EFA, with all global fit indices 
besides the SRMR reporting an adequate model-fit. Thus, both analyses suggest that the 
hypothetical structural model proposed is better off as it is, with the two subscales 
specified as distinct, but related factors, rather than one single factor. 
In regard to correlational evidence, OSCP’s relationship with Instigated Cyber 
Incivility appeared null (r = -.22, p > .1), despite the encouraging evidence for content 
validity. ICI certainly appeared related to Online Disinhibition, however. This is notable, 
considering that Online Disinhibition and OSCP are themselves moderately correlated (r 
= .40, p < .05). This discrepancy in criterion validity between the two focal measures has 
two likely explanations. First, the OSCP is predominantly related to the Benign Online 
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Disinhibition subscale, which was not nearly as related to ICI as the Toxic subscale was. 
So, it may be that OSCP is measuring the intended content domain (given its relation to 
Online Disinhibition), but that it is simply unrelated because these attitudes do not 
propagate uninhibited behaviors that are inherently hostile. Alternatively, this observation 
may be the result of low power, and the OSCP is related to ICI, albeit to a lesser extent 
than Online Disinhibition. Rather than throw out half of the planned hypotheses, the 
present study assumed the latter, and decided that it would be worth including in the full 
study. It was expected that, if OSCP was at least modestly related to ICI, it would 
become apparent in a sample of over 200 participants.  
In sum, there was sufficient evidence generated by the Pilot to investigate Online 
Disinhibition and its theorized relationship with ICI, as well as its theorized interaction 
with specific moderators. Online Social Cue Perceptions were likewise included in the 
full study, despite possessing conclusive correlational evidence. The rationale for its 
inclusion was based off of the satisfactory indices of validity and reliability, and the 
potential for a false negative due to the low power in the Pilot.  
Full Study Results 
A sample of 250 MTurk workers completed the same survey as the pilot study. 
However, 13 did not complete the entire survey, yet their HITs were mistakenly 
approved. Thus, the final sample size was reduced (n = 237). In regard to survey 
demographics, the proportions of varying ethnicities appeared to roughly match that of 
the U.S. population, according to the 2010 census (U.S. Census Bureau, 2010). 
Additionally, the distribution of men and women appeared to be a nearly even split. 
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There was a notable positive skew in Age, which was anticipated. However, it seemed 
that the skew may have been more severe for men than women.  
Figure 2 
Distribution of Age, by Gender in the Full Study Sample 
The mean, standard deviation, and reliability estimate for each measure used is 
presented on the following page in Table 4. 
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Table 4 
Descriptive Statistics and Reliabilities of Measures Used 
Measure M SD α 
Remote Work Communications Fidelity 3.17 0.77 0.54 
Victimized Cyber Incivility 21 7.78 0.91 
Instigated Cyber Incivility 17.3 6.13 0.91 
Online Disinhibition 32.6 8.14 0.75 
Online Social Cue Perceptions 27.4 5.18 0.36 
Revised Online Social Cue Perceptions 3.42 0.65 0.7 
Instigated Face-To-Face Incivility 9.37 3.55 0.89 
Job Satisfaction 21.2 5.85 0.96 
Trait Anger 8.4 5.8 0.8 
Agreeableness 14.3 1.98 0.03 
Conscientiousness 10.3 2.27 -0
Neuroticism 12.3 2.35 -0.1
Distributive Justice 13.8 4.82 0.74 
Procedural Justice 17.8 6.51 0.93 
Emotional Self-Efficacy 148 25.39 0.97 
Social Desirability 6.85 2.03 0.83 
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Initially, the 12-item OSCP score performed poorly (α = .36). As with the Pilot 
study, Items 6 and 11vhad negative corrected-item total correlations, indicating that they 
were poor items. Additionally, items 10 and 12, which had initially performed adequately 
in the Pilot, performed poorly in the Full study. After removing these four items, the 
reliability estimate of the measure increased to meet the minimum threshold for adequate 
reliability (α = .70). With the exception of Item 6, all other items belonged to the DSA 
subscale, meaning there were only two items in the subscale included for analyses.  
Besides the OSCP, all personality measures included in the study performed 
poorly, possessing α coefficients at or near 0. This was primarily because certain 
negatively coded items performed as they should have. Because Cronbach’s alpha is 
partly a function of scale length, sub-par performance in even one item proved 
detrimental for the overall reliability of the 4-item measure. For these reasons, the Mini-
IPIP measures for Agreeableness, Conscientiousness, and Neuroticism were omitted from 
all statistical models, and hypotheses involving their moderation were not tested. Lastly, 
the measures of CMC Fidelity yielded poor reliability estimates. This is not entirely 
unexpected, as it is a biographical measure of technologies used. It was not intended to 
measure a unidimensional, latent trait or attitude. However, its utility as a composite 
measure is unclear, these items may be more useful individually than as an aggregate. 
The other ten measure performed adequately, with α coefficients ranging from (α = .74) 
with Distributive Justice at the lower end to (α = .97) with Emotional Self-Efficacy at the 
higher end.   
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Bivariate relationships are reported below in Table 5. This correlation table is 
reflective of all participants that had an Instigated Cyber Incivility score greater than 13, 
which would indicate a frequency-based response of “Never” to all items. The remaining 











First, Instigated Cyber Incivility appears to be related most strongly with the two 
other measures of uncivil experiences, Victimized Cyber Incivility (r = .77, p < .01), and 
Instigated Face-To-Face Incivility (r = .73, p < .01). After these two variables, the next 
strongest relationship with Instigated Cyber Incivility was the Toxic Online Disinhibition 
subscale (r = .38, p < .01), followed by the overall Online Disinhibition measure (r = 
.35, p < .01). The Benign Online Disinhibition subscale was additionally related to Cyber 
Incivility however, to a lesser extent (r = .17, p < .05). The only other variable 
significantly related to Instigated Incivility was Trait Anger (r = .23, p < .01). However, 
it should be noted that the OSCP measure just barely missed the cutoff for significance at 
an alpha of .05 (r = .15, [.00, .30]). Although it may be related to a lesser extent than the 
other predictors included in the present study, it is not unreasonable to suggest that OSCP 
likely possesses a modest relationship with Cyber Incivility based on these observations. 
 Online Disinhibition and OSCP were themselves moderately correlated (r = .43, 
p < .01), particularly with the Benign subscale (r = .49, p < .01) rather than the Toxic 
subscale (r = .09, n.s.). Both variables were significantly related to Victimized Incivility 
as well (Online Disinhibition, r = .31, p <.01; OSCP, r = .18, p < .05). However, Online 
Disinhibition is also related to Instigated Face-To-Face Incivility (r = .29, p < .01), while 
OSCP is not (r =.06, n.s.). This is understandable, as this form of incivility was 
predominantly related to the Toxic subscale (r = .47, p < .01), while the Benign subscale, 
which the OSCP appeared more closely related to, was not all related to Face-To-Face 
Incivility (r = 0, n.s.). Lastly, a somewhat paradoxical pattern is found when considering 
these patterns along with those found with Trait Anger. Benign Disinhibition was 
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significantly related (r = .21, p < .01), while Toxic Disinhibition was not (r = .1, n.s.). 
OSCP also possessed a positive relationship with Trait Anger (r = .19, p < .05).  
Because some of the central measures in this study were concerned with deviant 
and counternormative behavior, there was concern for response bias (Donaldson & 
Grant-Vallone, 2002). To mitigate this source of response bias, a measure of Social 
Desirability was used to detect and remove its unwanted influence from further analyses 
(Crowne & Marlow, 1964). This was done by first performing a semi-partial correlation 
test (Kutner, et al., 2004) where a significance test is performed to test for a bivariate 
relationship between two variables, while controlling for the influence of a third variable
on one of the other two variables. In the latter, the third variable’s influence is controlled 
on just one of them. This approach was preferred over a partial correlation test, because 
Instigated Cyber Incivility (r = .07, p > .1) was not related to Social Desirability. A loss 
in a bivariate relationship after controlling for Social Desirability’s influence on a 
predictor indicates a suppressor effect, where a predictor’s criterion validity is inflated 
due to irrelevant variance in the predictor, which is unrelated to the criterion, being 
explained by Social Desirability (Tabachnick and Fidell, 2013). Social Desirability was 
significantly correlated with Online Disinhibition (r = .17, p < .05), its Benign subscale 
(r = .23, p < .01), and OSCP (r = .33, p < .01). These bivariate relationships were 
assessed after accounting for Social Desirability; with results indicating both 
relationships were negligibly impacted by accounting their relationship with Social 
Desirability (Online Disinhibition, r = .34, p < .01; OSCP, r = .14, p <.1); thus it was 
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assumed that it need not be treated as a suppressor variable in the regression models 
constructed. 
Regression Assumptions   
Before the first hypotheses were tested with Multiple Moderated Regression, the 
assumptions of the modelling technique were assessed. As had occurred in the Pilot 
study, measures associated with deviant behavior were severely skewed, with nearly 30% 
of the sample reporting no Incivility, in both Online and Face-To-Face contexts. 
Measures of Online Disinhibition, as well as Online Social Cue Perceptions were 
somewhat positively skewed, with the majority of respondents scoring low on both 
measures. Lastly, measures for Job Satisfaction, as well as Organizational Justice were 
negatively skewed, with the majority of the sample scoring relatively high. In order to 
correct these non-normal distributions, a Box-Cox transformation was applied to each 
variable that had failed a Shapiro-Wilk test of Univariate normality (Kutner et al., 2004). 
This transformation normalized some, but not all the offending variables. In particular, 
the focal criterion variable in this study, Cyber Incivility, remained severely skewed, as 
did Victimized Cyber Incivility, and Instigated Face-To-Face Incivility.  
By examining the spread of the uncivil variables in the boxplot below (Figure 3), 
it is abundantly clear that most respondents reported very low levels of all variables, 
while a small but sizeable fraction reported much higher levels (note that the maximum 
for Instigated Face-To-Face Incivility is 35, while the maximum for the other two 
measures is 65). 
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Figure 3 
Boxplot of Incivility Measures 
 
 
Within each measure, roughly 50 observations were arguably outliers. 
Furthermore, they were often (but not always) outliers across the other measures of 
uncivil experiences. Because these extreme observations were numerous, and followed a 
distinct pattern, it seemed inappropriate to discard roughly 20% of the dataset until our 
data began to look normal. Given that these variables are not univariate normal, tests of 
multivariate normality are unnecessary, as univariate normality is requisite for 
multivariate normality (Tabachnick and Fidell, 2013). 
 Lastly, to assess concerns of heteroscedasticity in the regression models used in 
hypotheses 1 and 2, a Breusch-Pagan Test of Homoscedasticity was performed (Kutner et 
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al., 2004). Significant results were reported for nearly all the models used in Hypothesis 
1, except for H1a, which tests Online Disinhibition exclusively as first order term against 
the included control variables. Additionally, the model for H2b comparing OSCP to 
Online Disinhibition yielded a significant Breusch-Pagan test statistic (BP = 20.42, p < 
.05).  
Thus, it appears that assumptions of normally distributed residuals, as well as 
homoscedasticity are violated, meaning that analyses of multiple moderate regression 
would be inappropriate with the data as is. To circumvent these issues respectively, two 
strategies were adopted: Iteratively Robust Least Squares (IRLS), and Heteroscedasticity-
Consistent Covariance Matrices (HCCM). 
 First, Iteratively Robust Least Squares (IRLS) was performed rather than 
Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) for all models. This was done because the Type II error 
rate in OLS is known to increase in the presence of outliers, and robust regression 
techniques like IRLS are less prone to these effects (Kutner et al., 2004). IRLS is a form 
of Weighted Least Squares (WLS) regression, however, it weights cases by their 
residuals, rather than the predictor with their MSE. These residuals are then scaled, by 
dividing them by their Median Absolute Deviation (MAD), and then another model is 
fitted. This is performed iteratively until the reduction in residuals are negligible.  
Heteroscedasticity Consistent Covariance Matrices (HCCM) are transformations 
of the original covariance matrices used in a fitted model, that when applied, allow the 
researcher to analyze its results without concern for violations of homoscedasticity 
(Rosopa, 2006). There are a few different transformations that may be used to generate 
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HCCMs, each with varying strengths and weaknesses. HC4 is recommended in datasets 
containing multiple high leverage cases like the present study (c.f. Hayes and Cai, 2007), 
thus it was applied to the covariance matrices of regression models that failed the 
Breusch-Pagan test of Homoscedasticity. 
Hypothesis 1 Results 
In a null model composed entirely of control variables, Victimized Cyber 
Incivility was the only significant predictor of Instigated Cyber Incivility (B = .77, 
p<.01), eclipsing the predictive power observed in all other predictors. Although 
Procedural Justice was nearly significant at an alpha of .1, failing to surpass the threshold 
by an incredibly narrow margin (B = .11, p = .102). The model designed to test H1a 
regressed Instigated Cyber Incivility on Online Disinhibition, along with all the same 
controls. Again, Victimized Cyber Incivility was the strongest predictor of Instigated 
Cyber Incivility (B = .73, p < .001), followed by Emotional-Self-Efficacy (B = -.13, 
p<.05). Most importantly, Online Disinhibition was also a significant predictor of 
Instigated Cyber Incivility, albeit by a low cutoff standard (B = .10, p < .1). These results 
nonetheless provide evidence that (modestly) supports Hypothesis H1a, meaning that 
Online Disinhibition may explain a non-trivial amount of unique variance observed in 
Instigated Cyber Incivility.  
The model designed to test Hypothesis H1b yielded mixed results as well. In this 
model, Online Disinhibition was not a significant predictor of Instigated Cyber Incivility 
(B = .08, p > .1), however, Remote Frequency was a significant predictor (though 
admittedly in the opposite direction than what was anticipated (B = -.08, p < .05)). Most 
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notably, the interaction between Online Disinhibition and Remote Frequency was 
significant (B = -.10, p < .05), with greater Instigated Cyber Incivility scores being 
reported when Online Disinhibition was high, and Remote Frequency was low. Lastly, 
the model designed to test H1c similarly mixed results. When CMC Fidelity was added, 
Remote Frequency was the only significant first order term beyond the control variables 
(B = -.10, p <.05). In regard to second order terms, only the interaction between Online 
Disinhibition and Remote Frequency was found to be significant (B = -.14, p < .01). A 
three-way interaction between Online Disinhibition, Remote Frequency, and CMC 
Fidelity was significant (B = -.15, p < .05). However, these results are questionable, 
given the poor reliability estimates of the CMC Fidelity Measure.  
Table 6 




Lastly, Online Disinhibition’s interaction with Emotional Self-Efficacy was tested, 
yielding a non-significant result (B = .02, n.s.).  
Hypothesis 2a – 2e Results  
The regression models designed to test the predictive power of the OSCP 
(presented in Table 7 below) did not yield as supportive evidence as the models used in 
Hypothesis 1. The first model designed to test the OSCP’s predictive power in Instigated 
Cyber Incivility yielded null results. Victimized Incivility and Procedural justice were the 
only predictors found to be significant, reporting the same Beta weights and significance 
levels as the nested model. When Online Disinhibition was added in the model testing 
Hypothesis 2b, the OSCP measure was again, non-significant, as was Online 
Disinhibition by a narrow margin (B = .10, p = .102 > .1). This standardized estimate is a 
slight increase from what was observed in Hypothesis 1a, with Online Disinhibition 
alone as a first order term (B = .09, p < .1). Because there was not a decrease in the 
standardized estimate, there is insufficient evidence to support Hypothesis 2b. Similarly, 
the regression model testing OSCP’s interaction with Remote Frequency yielded null 
results, only the first order term for Remote Frequency significantly predicting Cyber 
Incivility beyond the variance accounted for by the controls. The next regression model, 
which tested OSCP’s interaction with CMC Fidelity also yielded null results, with 
Victimized Cyber Incivility again explaining the lion’s share of the variance observed in 
Instigated Cyber Incivility (B = .70, p < .001). Emotional Self-Efficacy also reported 
significant results (B = -.12, p < .1) at a less rigorous cutoff. Finally, the model for 
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Hypothesis 2e found OSCP’s interaction with Emotional Self-Efficacy to be significant 
(B = .08, p < .05). 
Table 7  
Instigated Cyber Incivility Regressed on OSCP, Remote Frequency, and Emotional Self-
Efficacy 
 
Before moving on, it must be emphasized that Victimized Incivility is far and 
away the strongest predictor of Instigated Cyber Incivility presented in the above models. 
Moreover, this measure is distinct from others in that it reflects one’s experiences and/or 
one’s work environment, while the other measures are more attitudinal. Although 
Victimized Cyber Incivility was specified as a control variable for a valid reason, it has 
such a powerful signal that it drowns out the effects of most other predictors. When 
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Victimized Cyber Incivility was removed from the regression models testing H1a-H2d, 
OSCP appeared to be a more useful predictor of Instigated Cyber Incivility than all other 
control variables, as well as Online Disinhibition.  
Hypothesis 1 - Victimized Cyber Incivility Excluded 
First, the null model, with no other variables included found Trait Anger was the 
only significant predictor amongst the controls to significantly predict Instigated Cyber 
Incivility (B = 15, p < .01). Results from the model testing Hypothesis H1a changed 
when Victimized Cyber Incivility was removed; Trait Anger remained the only 
significant predictor (B = .11, p < .1), while Online Disinhibition found to be non-
significant. Results were however different in in the model testing Hypothesis H1b as 
Online Disinhibition became significant as a first order term by a narrow margin, rather 
than being non-significant (B = .14, p < .10 ), Remote Frequency’s beta-weight roughly 
doubled (B = -.16, p < .001), and their interaction term increased slightly (B -.13, p < 










Figure 4  
The Interaction Effect of Remote Frequency on Online Disinhibition’s 
 Relationship with ICI (VCI Removed) 
 
The model testing H1c found Online Disinhibition to be non-significant like 
before. As with the previous model, Remote Frequency’s Beta Weight increased (B = -
.15, p < .01), however, its interaction with Online Disinhibition was attenuated (B = -11, 
p < .1). Interestingly, CMC Fidelity as a first order term reached the minimum threshold 
for significance in this model, unlike the prior model with Victimized Cyber Incivility 
included (B = .10, p < .1). Regardless of VCI’s presence in the model, Online 
Disinhibition’s interaction with CMC Frequency remained non-significant. This pattern 
was also true in the final model, where Emotional Self-Efficacy’s interaction was 
additionally tested. The interaction term between Online Disinhibition and Emotional 
Self-Efficacy was again, not significant (B = -.05, n.s.). 
Hypothesis 2a – 2e Victimized Cyber Incivility Excluded 
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The most dramatic differences in results are found in the models testing 
Hypothesis 2, where the model for H2a found OSCP to be significant when Victimized 
Cyber Incivility was excluded (B = .09, p < .05). Additionally, the model for Hypothesis 
H2b found that when OSCP was added to a model featuring Online Disinhibition and the 
controls, standardized estimates of Online Disinhibition did in fact decrease, from (B = 
.11, p > .1) to (B = .08, p > .1), supporting Hypothesis 2b. However, OSCP was 
additionally non-significant in this model, indicating that the two variables wash each 
other out by explaining similar sources of variance in ICI. The model for Hypothesis 2c 
interestingly found OSCP and Remote Frequency to be significant as separate first order 
terms (B = .10, p < .05; B = -.13, p < .01), but not as a second order interaction term (B 
= -.04, n.s.). Lastly, the model testing Hypothesis H2d found similar results, as all first 
order terms were significant (OSCP, B = .11, p < .05; Remote Frequency, B = -.11, p < 
.01; CMC Fidelity, B = .12, p < .05), while all interaction terms were not. Lastly, the 
model for Hypothesis 2d found the interaction term between OSCP and Emotional Self-












 Table 8 
Instigated Cyber Incivility Regressed on OSCP, Remote Frequency, and Emotional Self-
Efficacy, with VCI Removed 
  
Hypotheses 2g-2k - Structural Regression Model 
Given the above findings from the regression models, there is reason to suspect 
that OSCP is somewhat related to Instigated Cyber Incivility. The Structural Regression 
Model presented in Hypotheses 2g-2k are focused on developing an understanding of 
how they may be related with Instigated Cyber Incivility. However, it is unlikely that 
including the hypothesized moderators of this relationship would yield an improved 
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model fit, as they were found to be non-significant in the moderated multiple regression 
models. Regardless, these hypotheses were tested in full, starting with a model with no 
moderators and concluding with a model featuring all the moderators. 
 Because the data were non-normally distributed ordinal variables, Maximum 
Likelihood Estimation was inappropriate. Instead, a robust estimator, Diagonally 
Weighted Least Squares estimation was used, along with a nonparametric bootstrapping 
procedure to estimate global fit indices, path coefficients, and their standard errors. It 
should be noted that in the former model, an adequate number of bootstrapping iterations 
of 1000 was feasible. However, this number of iterations was not feasible in the latter 
model due to time constraints (estimating multiple moderated mediation terms using 
DWLS exponentially increased the runtime for calculations). Thus, only 100 
bootstrapping iterations were used to calculate its indices. To rectify this relative 
uncertainty, 95% Confidence Intervals are presented to consider the range of potential 
values for the reported indices.  
 In the initial model, only the partial mediation from Figure 1 was specified, no 
moderators on the direct effect were included. Global fit indices were adequate in this 
model; The Goodness of Fit Test was non-significant (χ2 (206) = 235.76, p = .076 > .05), 
and the CFI was above its respective cutoff (.980 > .9). The SRMR (.087 < .09) and the 
RMSEA (.025 < .05). the path coefficient for Diminished Salience of Authority regressed 
on Invisibility was significant (B = 1.229, p < .01), supporting Hypothesis 2g. However, 
neither the path coefficient for Invisibility (B = 0.1, n.s.) nor for DSA (B = .01, n.s.) 
significantly predicted Instigated Cyber Incivility. Additionally, it appeared that the 
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indirect effect of Invisibility on Instigated Cyber Incivility, through DSA, was not 
significant This would suggest that these subscales are not related to the criterion, 
however, an analysis of the total effects reveal that the two collectively predict Instigated 
Incivility (B = .11, p = .077 < .1). Since the variables are highly related to one another, it 
could be that their similarity reduces their individual coefficients. Regardless, these 
results do not provide adequate evidence to support Hypotheses 2g and 2h, specifying a 
significant direct and indirect effect. Although it is not listed as a formal hypothesis, 
evidence of a (modestly) significant Total Effect is noteworthy and should not be 
overlooked. 
The global fit indices in the final model, with all included moderators, were poor. 
The χ2 goodness of fit test was significant (χ2(1691) = 1975, p < .01), indicating a poor 
fit. Its Comparative Fit Index was .932, but with the cutoff of .9 just barely within its 
bootstrap confidence interval (95% CI = [.894, .968]) and the SRMR was larger than its 
predetermined cutoff (.097 > .09; 95% CI = [.087, .107]), all indicating poor fit. Because 
the overall model failed to meet adequate fit indices at a global level, assessing indices of 
local fit would be inappropriate. The results from this model corroborates the findings 
from the Regression models presented in Hypothesis 2a through 2d that the OSCP 
measure has no interaction with the measures included in the study. Thus, Hypotheses 2g 
through 2j were not supported. 
Contextual Differences 
 There were multiple findings drawn from the present study that were not reported 
above. Some of which reflect overarching or implicit arguments made, however, because 
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these findings were not found through a formal hypothesis test, it would be inappropriate 
to frame as anything other than inductive observation. Regardless, these findings are 
shared with the intention that they may spur further research on the following topic that 
further investigate these patterns. 
 Instigated Face-To-Face Incivility was an included measure in this study. 
However, it was not used as a control. Given its apparent relationship with the other 
measures of Incivility, it would have likely had a similar effect as VCI, which was an 
overwhelmingly powerful predictor of ICI. Instigated Face-to-Face Incivility was 
included in this study, not to serve as a control, but for validation purposes. In the pilot, it 
was that OSCP and Online Disinhibition differed in their relation to Incivility measures 
in that the former had a weaker relationship with ICI than the latter. However, the former 
was unrelated entirely with Face-to-Face Incivility, while the latter was. This subtle 
distinction has important implications in regard to contextual sensitivity in Psychological 
research.  
 Thus, the present study sought verify the assumption that OSCP was related to 
Instigated Cyber Incivility because it related to contextually sensitive attitudes. If this 
were true, OSCP should be related to ICI exclusively, and not the Face-to-Face measure. 
The criterion variable in the above regression models were swapped such that Instigated 
Face-to-Face Incivility was regressed on the same controls and predictors as Hypothesis 
1a through Hypothesis 2d with the anticipation that previously significant results would 
return null. These models were constructed, likewise, using IRLS and Heteroscedasticity-




 Table 9  
Face-to-Face Incivility Regressed on Online Disinhibition and Remote Frequency, with 
VCI removed 
 
Results for Hypothesis 1 only yielded a significant relationship with Remote 
Frequency and an interaction between it and Online Disinhibition after VCI was removed 
(See Table 9 above). Given the oddity of remote frequency’s significance, it should be 
noted that this was the only model out of the eight others (four for Online Disinhibition 
and OSCP each) that included Remote Frequency that found it to be significant; these 
lone results are likely statistical flukes. Moreover, Online Disinhibition was not 
significant when VCI was included in the model, demonstrating poorer performance 
compared to with ICI. Results for Hypothesis 2 only found a significant interaction 
between OSCP and CMC Fidelity when VCI was removed (Table 10 below). While this 
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is odd, it should again be emphasized that the validity of this measure is uncertain. While 
questioning the validity of this measure is certainly expedient for these results, the 
direction of this moderation appears non-sensical, with higher fidelity communication 
suggesting a greater the propensity to aggress face-to-face, given one’s OSCP score. 
  Table 10  
Face-to-Face Incivility Regressed on OSCP, Remote Frequency and CMC Fidelity, with 
VCI Removed 
 
Regardless, OSCP appeared to underperform when predicting Face-to-Face 
Incivility compared to in models with Cyber Incivility as the criterion. Aside from the 
two exceptions listed above, the only predictors to significantly predict Face-to-Face 
Incivility were VCI (when included) and Trait Anger. While these measures appear 
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robust across contexts, the focal measures of this study were not. Thus, while Online 
Disinhibition’s performance with ICI was questionable to begin with, both predictors 
evidently underperformed in predicting Face-To-Face Uncivil behavior in comparison to 
Cyber Incivility, supporting the argument that OSCP predicts Instigated Cyber Incivility 
as a contextually-sensitive attitude. 
CHAPTER FIVE 
DISCUSSION 
Overview of Results 
This study sought to integrate Online Disinhibition and its factors into the 
organizational context by investigating its potential relationship with online incivility, 
with the analyses performed in this study yielding evidence of mixed support for the 
hypotheses presented. Table 11 lists the results for predictor tested, across all conditions 













Results of All Hypothesized Coefficients Across All Prediction Models 
 
Note: Significant = p < .05; Marginally Significant = p < .1; Not Significant = p > .1 
One finding where there was no ambiguity, was the Victimized Cyber Incivility 
and its relative strength in predicting Instigated Cyber Incivility. Victimized Cyber 
Incivility is a vastly stronger predictor than every control and hypothesized variable in 
this study and is distinct from other measures included in that it measures one’s 
(perceived) experiences rather than a latent trait or attitude. Although unrelated to the 
study’s hypotheses, this finding supports one of its arguments: researchers ought to 
include unique and contextual measures in research.  
When VCI was either included or removed as a control in the regression models, 
Online Disinhibition’s interaction with Remote Frequency appeared to be the only 
enduring predictor, supporting Hypothesis 1b. For example, when VCI was removed 
from the model, so was the predictive power of Online Disinhibition and its interaction 
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with CMC Fidelity. This suggested that VCI may have had a suppressor effect on Online 
Disinhibition when both were present, meaning the supporting evidence for Hypotheses 
1a and 1c that were found when VCI was included should be nullified. However, after re-
running models including Online Disinhibition, with its observations de-correlated with 
VCI, the results remained unchanged. Thus, something else is to blame besides 
suppression, but it is unclear what the true cause is at this time. 
Additionally, its interaction with Remote Frequency is questionable, as there may 
serious differences in the nature of employee’s jobs contaminating this measure. For 
example, Remote Frequency may be related to the type of job one works, which itself 
may explain this relationship. Perhaps individuals that reported high levels of Remote 
Frequency worked jobs that left relatively few opportunities for interaction in general. 
When the measure for VCI was initially included in the regression models for 
Hypothesis 2, the results indicated that the OSCP measure did not have a meaningful 
relationship with Cyber Incivility. However, when VCI was excluded and only other 
attitude and trait-based measures were included, OSCP outperformed all other controls, 
supporting Hypothesis 1a. However, OSCP did not outperform Online Disinhibition, and 
it did not have a significant interaction with Remote Working Frequency or with the 
Fidelity of Computer Mediated Communications, meaning that Hypotheses 2b-2d were 
unsupported.  This does not negate the fact that VCI is a far stronger predictor of ICI than 
OSCP. Rather, it demonstrates OSCP’s utility as a predictor of ICI, relative to the 
established attitude and trait-based predictors included in this study. At the very least one 
may argue that this measure is more useful than measures of Organizational Justice, Job 
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Satisfaction, and Emotional Self-Efficacy when identifying riskier candidates for remote 
positions.  
The Structural Model designed to test Hypotheses H2g-H2k yielded mixed 
results. In the first model, with only partial mediation specified, global fit indices were 
adequate. Although no single regression path was significant, the measure’s total effects 
were significant, indicating that this measure may be worthy of further refinement and 
more research. Results in the second model corresponded with the results found when 
testing Hypotheses 2c and 2d, which found OSCP’s interaction terms to be insignificant. 
Global indices of fit were poor, and regression coefficients were non-significant, 
suggesting that the moderators do not have an interaction effect on invisibility’s 
relationship with Instigated Cyber Incivility as hypothesized.  
Finally, an additional research question was answered by regressing Face-to-Face 
Incivility on all predictors included in the prior models. Both measures underperformed 
compared to models with Cyber Incivility as the criterion, suggesting that both measures 
likely owe their respective degrees of criterion validity to their contextual sensitivity, 
rather than some universal quality of uncivil behavior. 
Despite these somewhat positive results, suspicion should be exercised when 
interpreting the findings from this study until future studies can test these potential 
relationships with greater scrutiny. Although this is almost axiomatic within the social 
sciences, it is emphasized because there are notable limitations in this study. However, if 
future research studies found these patterns in the present study to be robust across 
multiple, diverse studies, it could have a meaningful impact on the quality of one’s online 
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work environment and productivity. Both the considerations for this study’s limitations as 
well as its implications on the future of research and practice are discussed below. 
Limitations 
As discussed in the literature review, Asynchronicity was not measured in this 
study, as it would have required a more rigorous experimental design. A future study 
should investigate Asynchronicity and its relation to uncivil behaviors in online 
communication. The current study suspects this relationship to be mediated by 
Rumination, a form of state-anger. Such a study of state related behaviors would likely 
require an experimental design with controlled manipulations, as Asynchronicity seldom 
occurs in communication without Invisibility as well. In addition to Asynchronicity, 
measures of Ability Emotional Intelligence were not feasible due to the length, costs of 
administration, and issues regarding intellectual property. Also, like other studies 
concerned with counterproductive work behavior, the current study is vulnerable 
participants’ willingness to admit to arguably anti-social or deviant attitudes. Implicit 
measures are less prone to social desirability issues, providing another reason for them to 
be considered in future studies.  
A major concern with the present study is its use of a self-report survey to 
measure Online Disinhibition and its antecedents. Future studies should consider more 
implicit operationalizations of these constructs. The antecedents of OD investigated in the 
present study were measured as overt attitudes; however, it is very likely that some of the 
cognitions that lead to disinhibited behavior are implicit and cannot be captured through 
self-report surveys. For example, a controlled experiment by Lapidot-Lefler and Barak 
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(2012) assessed the effects of anonymity, full invisibility, partial invisibility (only profile 
of body visible), and no invisibility (ability to make eye-contact) found that only full had 
a significant impact on Online Disinhibition. This pattern of differential effects due to 
eye-contact specifically across interaction occasions imply there are different cognitive 
processes that influence online behavior in the presence of different social cues. 
Additionally, results from a recent study on self-control and online social cues suggest 
that Online Disinhibition may, in fact, influence behavior without the actor’s awareness, 
as lowered self-control capacities diminished one’s ability to detect social cues used 
online (Voggeser, Singh, & Göritz, 2018).  
Granted, the use of an overt measure in the current study is not necessarily 
inappropriate; there is evidence supporting the utility in overt measures of Online 
Disinhibition and related factors. A Cyber Bullying study by Udris (2014) developed a 
self-report measure of Online Disinhibition that possessed adequate indices of content 
validity (e.g., CFA with acceptable fit indices) and demonstrated evidence of criterion 
validity in the form of a significant relationship with cyber-bullying. Regardless, future 
studies should design experiments that investigate implicit cognitions using implicit 
measurement techniques (e.g., Implicit Association Tests, Conditional Reasoning Tests) 
and use them in conjunction with the overt measures designed by the present study, as 
Online Disinhibition as the above evidence and potential findings from this study would 
suggest that Online Disinhibition is a product of both automatic and conscious cognitive 
processes.  
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Also, because this study employs a correlational design, there is insufficient 
evidence to support any causal inferences made using results from this study. For 
example, even though poor model fit in the structural model for Hypothesis 2 would 
indicate we are on the wrong track with theorized causal paths, acceptable fit indices do 
not indicate that hypotheses are correct necessarily. No analyses can overcome this 
limitation. Rather, the issue lies in the experimental design (i.e., concurrent measurement, 
observations instead of manipulations for antecedent variables). Accordingly, the 
boilerplate recommendation predicating all correlational studies must be made: future 
studies of Online Disinhibition and Cyber Incivility should consider experimental designs 
using random assignment, controlled manipulations, and longitudinal designs to test the 
veracity of the causal claims presented in Online Disinhibition literature and the present 
study (Crano & Brewer, 2002). 
Finally, there were a number of analytic shortcomings in this paper. First, all three 
of the personality trait-domain items did not have adequate reliability estimates, meaning 
they could not be included. This unfortunately meant that Trait-Anger was the only trait-
based measure eligible for inclusion. Given Trait Anger and VCI’s predictive power as 
controls, it is likely that more of these non-attitudinal measures would have made this 
study more rigorous. Furthermore, there were serious issues regarding the distributions of 
data, which limited the number of analyses that could be performed without violating 
statistical assumptions. Although the use of IRLS and HC4 was superior to using OLS on 
the data as it was, the true likelihood for Type II error was likely different from what was 
previously estimated. This is especially true given the floor effects found in all the 
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Incivility measures. Because this study had to selectively focus on individuals that had 
reported at least some amount of Instigated Cyber Incivility, a sizable portion of the 
sample was lost. Errors in data collection when using MTurk led to the acceptance of 
incomplete HITS. These two issues ultimately meant that the overall sample size was 
159, much lower than the initially planned 250. While the pilot and full study suggested 
that roughly 3 in 5 participants reported some amount of ICI, the cost of paying for 417 
HITS total would have been too great. Lastly, the structural regression model designed to 
test Hypotheses 2 required a nonparametric bootstrap estimation of coefficients. 
However, because of the complexity of the moderated mediation model, and the 
estimator used, the runtime was far too long and would have been a hinderance towards 
completing the study. Thus, a smaller number of bootstrapping iterations were performed 
with confidence intervals to address the relative uncertainty. Although this provides a 
more reasonable estimate in a shorter amount of time, it is still uncertain and thus 
inconclusive.  
Implications for Future Research 
Measures of OSCP, Remote Frequency, and to some extent, Online Disinhibition 
could potentially be used to screen candidates for remote positions. Such tools are likely 
to become more important as remote work opportunities are increasingly adopted by 
organizations. Not only would a decrease in rude and discourteous communications 
translate to improved outcomes at both the unit and organizational level; organizations 
may be spared from the bad press associated with unflattering posts gone viral.  
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Aside from incivility, Online Disinhibition and Online Social Cue Perceptions 
should be reviewed with other relevant constructs in the remote working context. For 
example, this paper has only considered the toxic components of Online Disinhibition 
and its relation to uncivil behavior. There has been no consideration of Benign 
Disinhibition, which may relate to another critical component of job performance: 
citizenship behaviors. Given the OSCP measure appeared to be more strongly related to 
Benign Disinhibition than Toxic Disinhibition, future research should also attempt to 
include the measure developed in the present study. Utilizing these measures in future 
studies could aid in developing an understanding of Benign and Toxic Disinhibition. 
Although prior research suggested their facets are indistinguishable, the present study 
demonstrated that the measures of the two are differentially related to other constructs. 
Thus, if Benign Disinhibition is more so related to Contextual Performance, as well as the 
OSCP measure could potentially be used to find desirable candidates for online jobs. A 
greater emphasis on Contextual Performance in remote work would be especially 
beneficial for practice, given that it is associated with decreased peer relationships, which 
are prerequisite for helping behaviors. It may be that people high in Benign Disinhibition 
are more likely to reach out to a co-worker they perceive to be in need of help. 
Part of this study’s purpose was to identify exactly how Online Disinhibition was 
related to Cyber Incivility. This was done by studying the effects of Online Social Cue 
Perceptions specifically. The mixed support for Hypothesis 2 indicates that future studies 
should further study how these perceptions relate with Online Disinhibition, as well as 
Cyber Incivility. Eventually, these measures could be used to flag respondents at a 
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greater risk of uncivil behavior in online communication, and even identify ways to 
overcome toxic attitudes. For example, the present study heavily emphasized the 
relevance of non-verbal social cues, their impact communication in face-to-face settings, 
and their absence online. Although more research is needed, there is some evidence that 
these instances may be overcome with the tools common in online communications 
outside of work. A study by Byron (2008) found that the use of emoticons (e.g. “J”) in 
remote working contexts reduced instances of cyber incivility in emails, presumably 
because they clarify the tone of ambiguous messages. While such tools are generally 
considered informal or otherwise unprofessional in the workplace, it may be in 
organizations’ best interests to promote the use of emoticons and emojis for more 
effective communication.  
Lastly, the findings from the research question regarding Face-to-Face Incivility 
should be further investigated. Cyber Incivility and Face-To-Face Incivility were strongly 
correlated (r = .73, p < .01), and yet the Online Disinhibition measure as well as the 
OSCP measure only performed modestly when predicting the former, and much worse 
when predicting the latter. Although there were a number of influential observations in 
the dataset, the fact that these findings remained when using robust techniques suggest 
that these measures are reflective of contextually sensitive attitudes related with hostile 
actions in said context. The lack of correspondence across contexts indicates that there 
are important distinctions to be made between offline and online settings when discussing 
the same construct. This applies to Incivility, but it may likewise apply to other 
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constructs. This distinction is one that researchers should seek to understand, as 
organizations gravitate toward flexible working arrangements using the internet.  
Considerations for the OSCP Measure 
The OSCP measure appears to be a viable tool for further exploring this 
contextual distinction. Though far from perfect, it seems that the scale overall appears to 
measure something novel and meaningful to online behavior. With refinement, the OSCP 
measure could further improve our understanding of incivility in remote work contexts 
and improve the remote working experiences of employees. An ad-hoc analysis of the 
measure’s correlation with ICI, by each individual item revealed noticeable differences in 
predictive validity. Items flagged in the Pilot for poor performance in the Pilot (e.g., 
Items 5, 6, 7, and 11) as well as the items that performed poorly  in the full study (items 9 
and 10) all correlation coefficients very weak correlation coefficients with ICI (r < .1). 
Items 1, 2, 3, 8, and 12 had larger correlation coefficients (r > .1) with question 8 being 
having largest (r = .21). Among the items included in the Invisibility scale, Item 1 
pertained to enhancing one’s appearance online, while Item 2 referred to an appreciation 
for being “unseen” in online communication. Lastly, item 3 references discomfort in 
maintaining eye-contact when having uncomfortable conversations in person. Item 8, an 
item for the ill-fated DSA subscale, referred the ambiguity in organizational rank in 
online communication. Item 12, also belonging to the DSA subscale, referred to the 
difference in effort placed in communicating with higher ranking colleagues online. 
Thus, it seems that roughly half of the influential items in predicting ICI had to do with 
themes central to the Invisibility construct; namely an understanding and an appreciation 
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for the control one has over their appearance (or lack thereof) in online settings. Item 8, 
the strongest item reflected the very definition of the DSA construct: uncertainty 
regarding the status of others. Conversely, Item 12 referred to one’s conscientiousness in 
their language when they are communicating they know to be their superior online.  
What largely distinguished items that performed well from the items that 
performed poorly, was that the well performing items referenced one’s presentation 
towards others (e.g., “It is easier to come off more confident over text rather than in 
person”), while the poorer performing items seemed to more often reflect the perception 
of others (e.g., “The intended message of a tone can be ambiguous”). The two exceptions 
to this were items 4 and 8. Although it is unclear why item 4 performed poorly, item 8 
could have performed well because it meant that people agreeing to this item were not 
sure how “important” others were and consequently were unsure of how to manage their 
impression to others online, which may have led to them coming off as rude at some 
point to someone expecting more dignified language. These themes could be used for 
further refinement, increasing their utility in future studies of incivility, as well as their 
effectiveness in organizational interventions.  
Considerations for Remote Work 
The most obvious implementation of the OSCP scale in applied settings would be 
to screen out candidates unfit for roles requiring remote communication. While this 
appears to be a reasonable use of the scale, it may be worth considering why people 
develop these attitudes in the first place. If they are unique to the online context, and 
people do not view face-to-face communication the same way, what can be done to 
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change people’s attitudes? Could it be possible to re-engineer remote work tools such that 
compensate for the losses in social cues discretely govern common courtesy? Given the 
apparent relevance of impression management, it may be less important to find ways to 
clarify someone else’s state of being, and instead find ways to make people more aware 
of how they truly appear to others with the language that they use. With time, machine 
learning tools designed for language comprehension could reach a level of sophistication 
that software be developed that gives automated feedback of one’s tone language, and 
even the appropriateness of their message, given prior messages in the conversation. 
Simply put, people may be more mindful of their behavior if they are given clear 
feedback that they are out of line.  
However, a simpler implementation based off of the OSCPs findings could be a 
refinement to work-based social media networks like Slack. Given the strength of item 
8’s correlation with ICI, it would seem that ambiguity in rank does have a meaningful 
relationship with online instigations. If future studies found that these behaviors were in 
fact caused by this sort of uncertainty, work-based social media networks could devise a 
method for graphically represent one’s status in a uniform manner to reduce ambiguity 
and Cyber Incivility as a consequence. By making one’s rank more comparable to others 
that an individual may be more familiar with, one could more easily gauge the rank of 
others when communicating online and avoid embarrassment. However, this could have 
deleterious effects, by overemphasizing titles, and requiring well-defined organizational 
structures that may not reflect reality. 
Conclusion 
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 In the years following infamous Stanford prison experiment, Philip 
Zimbardo has argued that malicious behavior is not exclusively caused by bad apples 
(people), but bad barrels (situations/context) as well (Zimbardo, 2007). That is, an 
otherwise good person in a bad situation can engage in behaviors that they never would 
have normally. The online communication clients and social media platforms used to 
engage in telecommunication could be viewed as another barrel. This barrel, however, is 
unique in that it is a highly controlled environment. Online experiences are provided 
through the explicit commands of algorithms. Perhaps, with time, this environmental 
control to reduce incivility and harassment online. The present study’s perspective is that 
there are drivers of bad behavior that are wholly unique to online contexts, and measures 
relating to Online Disinhibition like the OSCP capture some of these sources of 
influence. While further research is required to verify this, identifying such contextual 
differences could offer novel approaches in understanding and ameliorating online 























Corrected Item-Total Correlation of OSCP Scale Items  
Question Full Scale (α = .68) Revised Scale (α = .75) 
Item 1 0.46 0.49 
Item 2 0.68 0.59 
Item 3 0.6 0.51 
Item 4 0.6 0.58 
Item 5 0.56 0.6 
Item 6 0.25  
Item 7 0.51 0.49 
Item 8 0.42 0.44 
Item 9 0.36 0.23 
Item 10 0.61 0.57 
Item 11 0.07  
Item 12 0.5 0.43 
   






Exploratory Factor Analysis of OSCP Scale 
 
 Item Factor 1  Factor 2  
 λ1 = 1.845 λ2 = 1.746 
1. It is easier to come off as confident online, rather than in person. 0.412 0.213 
2. I like that I can communicate with others without being seen. 0.44  
3. It is hard for me to look someone in the eye when I am upset. 0.711 -0.205 
4. I like that I can disguise my true emotions over text. 0.936 -0.14 
5. The intended tone of a message can be ambiguous.  0.635 
7. Interpreting other peoples' emotions over text can be difficult. -0.25 0.884 
8. My colleagues’ ranks are less obvious over text. 0.174 0.365 
9. I am more casual with my boss when we communicate over text.  0.219 
10. It is easier to tell how “important” someone is to the 
organization by meeting with them face-to-face.  0.364 
12. I put more thought into the messages I send to my supervisor(s) 
compared to others  0.368 
R2 .184 .175 
r(λ1,λ2) -.53 -.53 

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































 * indicates p < .05. ** indicates p < .01.
Table 3. 
90 
Descriptive Statistics and Reliabilities of Measures Used 
Measure M SD α 
Remote Work Communications Fidelity 3.17 0.77 0.54 
Victimized Cyber Incivility 21 7.78 0.91 
Instigated Cyber Incivility 17.3 6.13 0.91 
Online Disinhibition 32.6 8.14 0.75 
Online Social Cue Perceptions 27.4 5.18 0.36 
Revised Online Social Cue Perceptions 3.42 0.65 0.7 
Instigated Face-To-Face Incivility 9.37 3.55 0.89 
Job Satisfaction 21.2 5.85 0.96 
Trait Anger 8.4 5.8 0.8 
Agreeableness 14.3 1.98 0.03 
Conscientiousness 10.3 2.27 -0
Neuroticism 12.3 2.35 -0.1
Distributive Justice 13.8 4.82 0.74 
Procedural Justice 17.8 6.51 0.93 
Emotional Self-Efficacy 148 25.39 0.97 






































































































































Structural Model of Hypothesized Relationship between OSCP and ICI 
 
























































Full Study Survey 
 
Online Disinhibition in Remote Work 
 
 
Start of Block: Informed Consent 
 
Q3 Information about Being in a Research Study  Clemson University     Online 
Disinhibition and its Impact on Remote Work                                              Dr. Fred 
Switzer and his student Alex Moore are inviting you to take part in a research study. Dr. 
Switzer is an I-O Psychology professor at Clemson University. Alex Moore is a graduate 
student at Clemson University, running this study with the help of Dr. Switzer. The 
purpose of this research is to understand how people’s perceptions of online 
communication relate to their behavior in online work settings.     Your part in the study 
will be to respond to a survey, with questions relating to your perceptions of online 
communication, as well as your experiences communicating with your co-workers online 
within the past year. It should take you about 20 minutes to participate in this 
study.     Risks and Discomforts     We do not know of any potential risks or discomforts 
for the participants of this research study.     Possible Benefits     Findings from this 
study may improve our understanding of online communication and the factors that 
produce differential behavior in comparison to face-to-face interactions. This knowledge 
could eventually be used improve personnel decisions for organizations that rely on 
remote communication. Furthermore, future communication systems that could be 
designed with these factors in mind to mitigate the negative effects associated with online 
communication.      Incentives     Once your HIT is received by the researchers and its 
legitimacy is verified (i.e., there is no evidence of inattentiveness, automation, or 
outsourcing), you will receive $2.00 as compensation for your work.      Protection of 
Privacy and Confidentiality     We will do everything we can to protect your privacy 
and confidentiality. We will not tell anybody outside of the research team that you were 
in this study or what information we collected about you in particular.  All data will be 
kept in password protected files with the password known only to the two researchers 
above. No identifying information will be gathered, aside from any metadata normally 
collected by Qualtrics and MTurk.     We might be required to share the information we 
collect from you with the Clemson University Office of Research Compliance and the 
federal Office for Human Research Protections. If this happens, the information would 
only be used to find out if we ran this study properly and protected your rights in the 
study.      The results of this study may be published in scientific journals, professional 
publications, or educational presentations; however, no individual participant will be 
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identified.     Choosing to Be in the Study     You may choose not to take part and you 
may choose to stop taking part at any time. You will not be punished in any way if you 
decide not to be in the study or to stop taking part in the study.      Termination of 
Participation by the Investigators     The researchers may reject your HIT submission 
in the event that your submission is flagged for suspicious activity (e.g., inattention, 
botting, outsourced labor), or if your responses indicate that you do not meet the selection 
criteria stated on the post for this HIT. Should your submission be flagged, you will not 
receive compensation. Cases of suspicious behavior in particular may be banned from 
completing HITs posted by the researchers for future studies.      Contact 
Information     If you have any questions or concerns about your rights in this research 
study, please contact the Clemson University Office of Research Compliance (ORC) at 
(864) 656-0636 or irb@clemson.edu. If you are outside of the Upstate South Carolina 
area, please use the ORC’s toll-free number, (866) 297-3071. The Clemson IRB will not 
be able to answer some study-specific questions. However, you may contact the Clemson 
IRB if the research staff cannot be reached or if you wish to speak with someone other 
than the research staff.     If you have any study related questions or if any problems arise, 
please contact Alex Moore at Clemson University 
at afm2@g.clemson.edu     Consent     By agreeing with this consent form, you indicate 
that you have read the information written above, are at least 21 years of age, been 
allowed to ask any questions, and are voluntarily choosing to take part in this 
research. You do not give up any legal rights by signing this consent form.    
o I agree that I have been made aware of my rights as a participant and consent to 
participate in this study  (1)  
o I do not consent to participate in this study  (2)  
 
End of Block: Informed Consent 
 
Start of Block: Demographics 
 
Q27  
Please provide the following biographical information as accurately  as possible.  
 
 
NOTE: With the exception of Age, you may leave these items blank if you do not wish to 




o Male  (1)  
o Female  (2)  
o Transgender  (4)  





Please select all options that best reflect your Ethnicity: 
▢ Caucasian/White  (1)  
▢ Hispanic  (2)  
▢ Black/African American, Caribbean Islands  (3)  






 18 26 34 43 51 59 67 75 84 92 100 
 




End of Block: Demographics 
 




The following is included to confirm the authenticity of your responses. 
 In what city and state are you currently taking this survey? 
o City  (1) ________________________________________________ 
o State  (2) ________________________________________________ 
 
End of Block: Bot/Outsource Check 
 
Start of Block: Job Summary 
 
Q18 The following questions pertain to your online interactions at your other job (not 
your job as a worker for mTurk).  
                    Please respond with the requested personal information for each question 
below: 
 





















Please estimate how long have you worked for this organization. 
 
 
NOTE: If you have more than 20 years of tenure at this organization, please select 20. 
 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 
 






Q50 Please estimate how long after you started working with this organization that you 
began to work remotely.  
 
 
NOTE: If you began working remotely immediately after starting your job, select 0. 
 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 
 






Q20 Please estimate the amount of time you generally spend working remotely 
throughout the week, as a percentage of total hours worked.  
 
 
Example - 20 out of 40 hours spent working remotely every week = 50% 
 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 
 
% of work week spent working 
remotely: ()  
 
 
End of Block: Job Summary 
 
Start of Block: Remote Working Technologies 
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Q10 The following questions pertain to the software and technology used for 
communication over the internet (eg., email, IM, Skype).  
Please select the response that best represents how often you use the following 
technologies when you work remotely for your job. 
 Never (1) Occasionally (2) 
Sometimes 


















Vonage) (3)  










o  o  o  o  o  
 
 
End of Block: Remote Working Technologies 
 
Start of Block: Target Cyber Incivility Scale 
 
Q26 The following questions pertain to your interactions in an online work 
setting. Please indicate how often YOUR COLLEAGUES behaved as 
described towards YOU, within the past year.   
 108 
      Note: words like ‘text’ and 'message' are referring to any form of instant messaging, 
whether it be through a cell phone, an instant messaging service, or an application like 
Slack, GroupMe, or WhatsApp.  
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 Not at All (1) Seldom (2) 
Sometimes 





hurtful to you 
over email or 
text. (1)  






email or text. 
(2)  







emails. (3)  
o  o  o  o  o  
Put you down 
or was 
condescending 
to you in some 
way online. (5)  
o  o  o  o  o  
Sent you 
messages 
online using a 
rude and 
discourteous 
tone. (6)  
o  o  o  o  o  
Used CAPS to 
shout at you 
over text. (7)  o  o  o  o  o  
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Ignored your 
email or text. 








o  o  o  o  o  
Replied to 
your emails 
but did not 
answer your 
queries. (10)  







a meeting on 
short notice). 
(11)  







opinion. (12)  








you sent a 
‘‘request 
receipt’’ 
function. (13)  
o  o  o  o  o  





dialogue. (14)  
o  o  o  o  o  
 
 
End of Block: Block 7 
 
Start of Block: Instigated Cyber Incivility Scale 
 
Q21 The following questions pertain to your interactions in an online work 
setting. Please indicate how often YOU behaved as described towards YOUR 
COLLEAGUES, within the past year.     Note: the phrase ‘text’ is referring to any form 
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of instant messaging, whether it be through a cell phone, or an application like Slack, 
GroupMe, or WhatsApp. 
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 Not at All (1) Seldom (2) 
Sometimes 







email or text. 
(1)  







or text. (2)  







emails. (3)  
o  o  o  o  o  
Put someone 
down or was 
condescending 
to them in 
some way 
online. (4)  
o  o  o  o  o  
Sent someone 
text messages 
using a rude 
and 
discourteous 
tone. (5)  
o  o  o  o  o  
Used CAPS to 
shout at 
someone over 
text. (6)  




email or text 
when a 
response was 
needed. (7)  






sent to you. 
(8)  
o  o  o  o  o  
Replied to 
someone's 
emails, but did 
not answer 
some or all of 
their queries. 
(9)  







a meeting on 
short notice). 
(10)  




















function. (12)  
o  o  o  o  o  





dialogue. (13)  
o  o  o  o  o  
 
 
End of Block: Instigated Cyber Incivility Scale 
 
Start of Block: Common Sense and U.S. Knowledge 
 
Q43  
"Jane saw Ben's sweater in Mary's locker and demanded that she give it back to him." 
 
 
Who is 'she' referring to? 
o Jane  (2)  
o Ben  (3)  
o Mary  (4)  
 
End of Block: Common Sense and U.S. Knowledge 
 
Start of Block: Online Disinhibition Scale 
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Q15 The following questions are about your personal opinions toward online 
communication in general. Please indicate the extent to which you agree with the 
































person (1)  




so it is easier 





o  o  o  o  o  o  o  




hard to say 
in real life 
because you 
don’t see the 
other’s face. 
(3)  
o  o  o  o  o  o  o  






like (4)  
o  o  o  o  o  o  o  
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I have an 
image of the 
other person 
in my head 
when I read 
their e-mail 
or messages 
online. (5)  
o  o  o  o  o  o  o  
I feel like a 
different 
person 
online. (6)  
o  o  o  o  o  o  o  
I can 
communicat




older or have 
higher status 
over the 
internet. (7)  
o  o  o  o  o  o  o  









o  o  o  o  o  o  o  





there are no 
repercussion
s. (9)  
o  o  o  o  o  o  o  
 119 
There are no 
rules online 
therefore 









bullying. (11)  
o  o  o  o  o  o  o  
 
 
End of Block: Online Disinhibition Scale 
 
Start of Block: Pilot Measures 
 
Q16 The following questions are about your personal opinions toward online 
communication in general. Please indicate the extent to which you agree with the 
following statements.         Note: the phrase ‘text’ is referring to any form of instant 
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messaging, whether it be through a cell phone, or an application like Slack, GroupMe, or 
WhatsApp.  
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It is easier to 




person. (1)  
o  o  o  o  o  







o  o  o  o  o  
It is hard for 
me to look 
someone in 
the eye when 
I am upset. 
(3)  
o  o  o  o  o  




over text. (5)  
o  o  o  o  o  
The intended 




















over text can 
be difficult 
(7)  
o  o  o  o  o  
My 
colleagues’ 
ranks are less 
obvious over 
text. (9)  
o  o  o  o  o  







o  o  o  o  o  










o  o  o  o  o  
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o  o  o  o  o  
I put more 
thought into 
the messages 
I send to my 
supervisor(s) 
compared to 
others (14)  
o  o  o  o  o  
 
 
End of Block: Pilot Measures 
 




How often have you exhibited the following behaviors in the past year towards someone 
at work? 
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others or were 
condescending 
to them in 
some way (2)  
o  o  o  o  o  
Paid little 














someone (4)  






publicly (5)  



























matters (8)  
o  o  o  o  o  
 
 
End of Block: Instigated Incivility 
 
Start of Block: Job Satisfaction 
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I find real 
enjoyment 
in my job 
(1)  
o  o  o  o  o  o  o  




person (2)  
o  o  o  o  o  o  o  
Most days I 
am 
enthusiasti
c about my 
job (3)  
o  o  o  o  o  o  o  




job (4)  
o  o  o  o  o  o  o  
 
 
End of Block: Job Satisfaction 
 
Start of Block: Trait Anger 
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Q31 Describe yourself as you generally are now, not as you wish to be in the future. 
Describe yourself as you honestly see yourself, in relation to other people you know of 

















I get angry 
easily (1)  o  o  o  o  o  
I get 
irritated 
easily (2)  o  o  o  o  o  
I lose my 
temper (3)  o  o  o  o  o  




o  o  o  o  o  
 
 
End of Block: Trait Anger 
 
Start of Block: Personality 
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Q32 Describe yourself as you generally are now, not as you wish to be in the future. 
Describe yourself as you honestly see yourself, in relation to other people you know of 




















feelings (1)  o  o  o  o  o  
Often forget 
to put things 
back in their 
proper place 
(6)  




swings (9)  
o  o  o  o  o  




problems (2)  
o  o  o  o  o  
I like order 
(7)  o  o  o  o  o  
I am relaxed 
most of the 
time. (10)  o  o  o  o  o  
I feel other 
people's 
emotions (3)  o  o  o  o  o  
I get chores 
done right 
away (5)  o  o  o  o  o  
I get upset 
easily (11)  o  o  o  o  o  
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I am not 
really 
interested in 
others (4)  
o  o  o  o  o  
I make a 
mess of 
things (8)  o  o  o  o  o  
I seldom 
feel blue 
(12)  o  o  o  o  o  
 
 
End of Block: Personality 
 
Start of Block: Organizational Justice 
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Q35 The following items refer to the fairness in the outcomes at your job (e.g., the 
amount of work put into a project and the amount were compensated). 
 Not at all (1) 





To a great 
extent (3) 







effort I put 
into my work 
(1)  





























Q34 The following items refer to the procedures used to arrive at your job outcomes. 
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 Not at all (13) 





To a great 
extent (16) 
To a very 
great 
extent (17) 







used to make 
job 
decisions. (1)  
o  o  o  o  o  

















free of bias 
(4)  








o  o  o  o  o  
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standards (7)  
o  o  o  o  o  
 
 
End of Block: Organizational Justice 
 
Start of Block: Emotional Self-Efficacy 
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to change (1)  




emotions (2)  
o  o  o  o  o  
Know what 
causes you to 
feel a negative 
emotion (3)  
o  o  o  o  o  
Realize what 
causes another 
person to feel 
a negative 
emotion (4)  
o  o  o  o  o  
Realize what 
causes another 
person to feel 
a positive 
emotion (35)  




is feeling a 
positive 
emotion (6)  






emotions (37)  





ideas (34)  







expression (8)  











can unfold (10)  






portraying (11)  
o  o  o  o  o  
Change your 
negative 
emotion to a 
positive 
emotion (12)  
o  o  o  o  o  
Figure out 
what causes 
you to feel 
differing 
emotions (13)  







change (14)  






pressure (15)  




emotions (16)  
o  o  o  o  o  
Know what 
causes you to 
feel a positive 
emotion (17)  
o  o  o  o  o  
Help another 
person calm 
down when he 
or she is 
feeling angry 
(18)  




is feeling a 
negative 
emotion (19)  
o  o  o  o  o  
Get into a 
mood that best 
suits the 
occasion (20)  








o  o  o  o  o  
Regulate your 
own emotions 
when close to 
reaching a goal 
(22)  






emotion (23)  




solutions to old 
problems (24)  






through his or 
her facial 
expression (25)  












emotion to a 
positive 
emotion (27)  
o  o  o  o  o  
Calm down 
when feeling 




pressure (29)  





he or she has 
suffered a loss 
(30)  





is feeling (31)  
o  o  o  o  o  
 
 
End of Block: Emotional Self-Efficacy 
 
Start of Block: Abridged M-C Social Desirability 
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Q55 Listed below are a number of statements concerning personal attitudes and traits. 
Read each item and decide whether the statement is true or false as it pertains to you 
personally. 
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 True (23) False (24) 
It is sometimes hard for me 
to go on with my work if I 
am not encouraged. (3)  o  o  
I sometimes feel resentful 
when I don't get my way. 
(6)  o  o  
On a few occasions, I have 
given up doing something 
because I thought too little 
of my ability. (10)  
o  o  
There have been times 
when I felt like rebelling 
against people in authority 
even though I knew they 
were right. (12)  
o  o  
No matter who I'm talking 
to, I'm always a good 
listener. (13)  o  o  
There have been occasions 
when I took advantage of 
someone. (15)  o  o  
I'm always willing to admit 
it when I make a mistake. 
(16)  o  o  
I sometimes try to get even 
rather than forgive and 
forget. (19)  o  o  
I am always courteous, 
even to people who are 
disagreeable. (21)  o  o  
I have never been irked 
when people expressed 
ideas very different from 
my own. (26)  
o  o  
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There have been times 
when I was quite jealous of 
the good fortune of others. 
(28)  
o  o  
I am sometimes irritated by 
people who ask favors of 
me. (30)  o  o  
I have never deliberately 
said something that hurt 
someone's feelings. (33)  o  o  
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